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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.
ditegister, Est. May, zllo6.
Standard, Est. April, 58114.
FOMENTED
AT ST. LOUIS
3ays U. S. Ambassador of
The Mexican
Trouble
'MEXICAN COL. RENEWED TROUBLE
AND A NUMBER OF MEXICAN
RURULES WERE KILLED
IN SUNDAY NIGHT'S
RIOT.
I----First Reports Riot Greatly Ea-
agerated — own Was Not
Burned—Order Now
Restored.
Washington, June 4—Mr. Thomp-
aon. the American Ambassador to
1dexico, has telegraphed the state
department in answer to instructions
relative to the Cananea trouble that
Os outbreak is revolutionary in char-
acter and fomen'ed from quarters at
t. Louis, Mo.
TROUBLE RENEWED BY
MEXICAN COLONEL.
Los Angeles, Cal., June 4.—A die
patch to the Times from EJ Far,
Tex., says: Renewed trouble broke
out at Cananea list night between
men of Col. Greeife's mines and the
.Rurales under r- Col. Kousteektzsy.
l'ive rioters, were killed and thirteen
injured. One of the Rurales was
shot but not lierf#4usly injured. The
trouble broke out shortly; before the
arrival of aoo Mextcan soldiers from
Hermosillo. All of the American
women in the town and many of tho
gher class of Mexicans are quer
tered in the home of Col. Greene,
which is under guard.
r •••7:77
SUMMARILY EXUCTES
EIGHT REVOLUTIONISTS
Los Angeles, Cal., June 4.—Dis-
-patch to the Herald from Douglas.
Ariz., reports the execution of eight
kaders of the Cananea riots yester-
day by Col. Kosterlitzky. The rioters
were lined up in front of a stone wall
a few blocks over the hills from
(Continued on Page Four.)
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SUSTAINED
BY EVANS
Judge Evans Upholds De-
cif.ions of Referee
Bagby
IT IS IN THE SCHWAB CASE
REFEREE OVERRULED BANK-
RUPT'S EXCEPTIONS TO
CARTER lli,aoo CLAIM IN
HARRIS CASE.
James L. Woodward'. Creditors
Called to Hold First Meeting
June Isth. to Elect Trustee—
Other Cases.
Yesterday morning Clerk John R.
Puryear of the local office for the
United States court received word
from Judge Walter Evans, the court
judge at Louisville, wherein the lat-
tei issued orders confirming Referee
E. W. Bagby of the local bankrupt
court in the Lee Schwab bankruptcy
proceedings. where creditors claimed
Schwab had not properly accounted
for $io,000 he took in, and also where
the creditors excepted to the claim of
Mre.,Schwab.
On the creditors claiming Schwab
had not properly accounted for $1p,-
coo, they filed a motion with Refereel
Bagby, requesting that he compel
Schwab to show what he had done
with that aum of money. The cred-
itors also excepted to Mrs Schwab's
ciaim of $2,600 for borrowed money
on the ground that the husband owed
her nothing. In deciding these mat-
ters Referee Bagby decided Schwab
had properly accounted for the $10.-
coo in question, and he also allowed
the wife's claim, but ordered it to
receive only its pro rata of what the
assets bear to the entire liabilities.
The creditors appealed the referee's
decision to Judge Evans, who now
affirms what was done by Mr.
Bagby in making the allowance, and
also concluding that Schwab had
properly accounted for the money.
Will Harris
Referee Bagby yester overruled
(Continued on Page Font.)
.City Decided To Go It Alone In
Erecting Island Creek Bridge.
Fuel Ordinance Was "Vetoed"
At the council meeting last night it
was decided that the city "go it
alone" as regards constructing the
new bridge a oross Island creek at
Fourth street, and looking towards
this end the public improvement
committee of the legislative boards
was instructed to act jointly with the
board of public works and immed-
iately proceed to get plans and
specifications for the proposed struc-
ture, also procure bids from the
bridge builders, and , then report
back to the legislative eidia.—Tfif
report of the improvesnent committee
and board of works, was submitted
last night, they stating the new
.bridge could be built for about $as,-
coo, and that inasmuch as the street
railway company would not Pay but
oke-fourth of the cost for a -structure
to be owned jointly by city and rail-
way system, that it was recom-
mended the city go ahead by itself,
and either put up a new bridge or
repair the present one at expense of
about $3.00o, and make It etifficient
for the next five years. ta,
After talking over the matter the
tincil decided the city should have
a bridge all to itself, and ordered
the drawings and pekes be, secured.
Members Williamson and nipple
were the absentees from last even-
ing's gathering.
Mayor -Yeiser repotted that peo-
ple on Mill street had teqtreeted that
the water company extend its sup-
ply mains out that way, but it de-
velops the property desired to be
reached is outside the city limits, be-
yound which the cOmpany cannot go
therefore nothing could he done to-
wards fretting the water tittptily mit to
these property owners.
Wandoe Burnett of the water
.company reported to the board the
extensions his company made under
different streets, and the document
was filed.
Property owners requested tat the
water mains be e xtended on North
Sixteenth from Monroe to Clay, and
aiong Monroe to Harrahan boulevard.
The request was referred to the
water committtee.
There was referred to the city so-
licitor and finance committee the
question of paying off the $407.27
judgment Contrier6FEITIFFel has
against the city. The municipality
ordered Washington street graveled
in the street and over where the
brick sidewalks should be. The
marine ways on one side, and mill
company on the other, refused to pay
for the gravel going where the pave-
ments should be. Terrell stied them,
and the appellate court decided they
did not have t o pay, but the city
should pay the expense instead, as
the public officers had no rigfit to
make the Width of a graveled thor-
oughfare extend. over and inclede
where the brick should be.
The board of 'Works reported to
the council that Contractor Bridges
was the only person bidding upon
the concrete pavements desired on
Jones between Ninth and Eleventh
streets, and as Bridges had so much
work on hand now he could - not
properly proceed with it, the board
of works refused to consider their
bid and give them more improve-
ments to be held back. The council
concurred in what the board Of works
did, and then changed the ordinance
for this work, making it read the
improvement should be finished by
(Continued on liege Five\ )
WILLIAM WINSTON
DROWNED-11SM'I AY
MESSAGE RECEIVED LAST EVENTING filIMPLS ANNOUNCED
THE DEATH AND RECOVERY OF BODY, BUT NO PARTIC-
ULARS WHATEVER COULD BE LEARNED ON ACCOUNT OF
DERANGED TELEPHONE 
.WIRES—REMAINS BROUGHT
' HOME TODAY FOR BURIAL
Deep sadness and regret will over-
spread the city this morning when
it is learned that yesterday afternoon
one of Paducah's most popular and
best known young men met an un-
fortunate death by drowning at Ba-
you Mills, winch is about twenty-
five miles above the city, twelve
miles beyond Srniehland. The un-
fortunate gentleman was Mr. Wil-
liam son of Dr. R. R. Winston, and
bookkeeper for the Loeb and Bloom
wholesale liottor establishment of
North Second street.
None of the particulars were ob-
tainable on account of the bad work-
ing of the long distance telephone
wires beyond Simithiand, as the
family of the dead man and The
Register tried to get connections
over the system, but the exchange
operators could not get farther than
Senittland.
Last Saturday Mr. Winston, ac-I
companied by Messrs: Herbert Mar-
tin, J. W. Worrell, the tobacco drum -1
meta and several others, left for Ba-
you Mills on tbeir annual outing of
fisting and camping. They intended
to be gone several weeks, but the,
pleasure is brought to a close by,
the sad accident that occured some-
time late yesterday afternoon. Im-
mediately afterwards a short message
was telephoned here from the mills,'
announcing to the family the unfor-
tunate affair, and stating that the,
body was recovered and would be
brought here this morning. This
was all the message contained, be-
ing written out by the operator here
and delivered to the bereft family.
Immediately attempts were made to
renew the connections-. but this could
not be done, SmitbIand being the
fortherest point attained.
Mr. Winston was twenty-six years
of age, born in Dresden, Tenn., but
moved here eleven years ago with
his parents, and has ever since made
this place his home. He was ore of
the most upright, honorable and
highly esteemed young men of the
city, and was possessed of unusual-
ly congenial and friendly traits that
made him a warm associate of ev-
erybody, who held him in close com-
panionship. Growing to manhood,
he was connected with the freight
department of the Illinois Central
railroad for a number of years, and
afterward studied pharmacy, gradu-
ating in that profession. After en-
gaging in the drug business quite a
while, he disposed of his interests,
and for a year or two has been book-
keeper for the big Loeb and Bloom
wholesale liquor firm of North Sec-
ond street.
The deceased was a member of
Plain City lodge No. 449, F. and A.
M., and also of the Red Men's lodge
both of which lose one of their most
highly esteemed and loyal members.
He is survived by his parents, Dr.
and Mors. R. R. Winston and one
sister, Miss Clara Winston, all of
whotri 'have the deepest sympathy of
the whole community in their sad
hour of deep grief.
It is presumed the body will be
brotsght down today aboard the Ev-
ansville packet, John S. Hopkins, or
the little boat Royal. the message
not stating which. Arriving here the
remains will be taken to the resi-
dence at tr3o Jefferson street. The
funeral arrangement will not be per-
fected until the corpse arrives.
This ie the second unfortunate
occurlag with this fishing party of
,well known people, as two years ago.
while1shey were on their annual out-
ing, at this popular place, a colored
boy with them met a watery grave.
I Mrs. Thomas Taylor, wife of the
Union City. Tenn., postmaster ar-
rived thie morning, being called here
by the death. She is a cister of the
unfortunate man's mother.
APPEAL TO UNCLE
ON FAIR ELECTION
PEOPLE OF PANAMA ASK FOR
PURITY OF BALLOT
BOX.
New York, June 4—Doctors P.
Arosemena, E. Morales and B.
Harres and Gen. D. Dieo of the
Liberal party in Panama arrived
here yesterday on the steamer Alli-
anca from Colon. They come here
to urge the mediation of the United
States ..government in the approach-
ing elections. Dr. Arosemena who
WAR DECLARED
ON SALOONKEEPERS
LIQUOR TRAFFIC WILL BE
DRIVEN FROM CHICAGO,
SAYS LONDON EVANGE-
LIST.
Chicago, June...4—"We're in for a
fight. We're going to make the Chi-
cago saloonkeeping aldermen so
ashamed of themselves and their
business that they won't dare show
themselves in the streets, and we're
going to arouse such a white hot
hatred againstt, the liquor traffic in
leads the party said:
"he Christian church that it will
"We ask for the purity of the bat- sweep every saloon out of this city."
lot box. We represent the greater With this platform E Tennyson
part of the people, but the party in Smith, a London temperance evangel-
power is making every effort to re- •inaugurated a "Christian temper-
tam n control by all the machinery of ance crusade" last night at the
Grace Methodist church. The "cru-
sade" will last two weeks, and will
be conducted through daily meetings 
TiE various noill—a-dr west side
churches and special conferences in
Willard Hall.
"If the women of this city' knew
what a menace to their sons these
saloons are," Mr. Smith continued,
"there • would be not one Carrie Na-
tion, but a million. It is clearly the
duty of the church of God in America
to destroy the liquor—not to open
saloon and sing the doxology over it,
and not by any means of an in-
creased license fee to bind shackles
around the community. The Chris-
tian man who ,votes for 'liquor .sell-
ing aldermen' is a Christian humbug."
the governement. They have posted
the list of eligible voters leaving all
the names of the opposition, thus dis-
people. We, the liberal and conser-
vative element, desire to make
Panama a real republic and not one
such as the world regards those of
South and Central America.
"We want a fair and square elec-
tion and if beaten will agree with the
result. The government in Panama
as now existing has evaded all fair
opposition so far and unless com-
pelled to give open elections will per-
petuate their power. They fear our
greater numbers and know we will
win.
Why He Balked.
Louisville, Ky., June 4.—A roman-
tic wedding came to a homely sequel
in Jeffersonville yesterday when
P.obert Montgomery was granted a
divorce from Maud Short Montgom-
ery. Montgomery is now a resident
of Nashville. Among other reasons
he gave as to why he wanted his
marriage set aside was the color of
his,,wife's hair. It was golden when
he married her, he testified, but since.
then it has become brown. Mont-
gomery and Miss Short were married
Setpember 9, tgo4, after an acquaint-
ance of .less than a week, whit* be-
gan at a labor day •picnic.
PLAN ANTI-OIL 'TRUST BILL
Cleveland, 0., June 4—Congress-
man Burton has been asked to father
a bill preventing trusts and others
from selling below cost. It is in-
tended as a blow at the Standard
Oil company by the independents.
Tent Subject. -
•
Rev. H. L# Davenport preached at
the Methodist tent on South Fifth
near jackson on "Reaping What You
Sow" last night, and it was a most
leloqueni appeal.
ENTERTAINMENTS
FIR SCHOOLS
Series oil Events Started
Last Night At the
And4.tcr!trl
VERY INTERESTING GATHERINGS
MISS HENRIETTA KOGER AND
DR. VERNON? BLYTHE WED
TONIGHT AT BROADWAY
CHURCH.
Mrs. John W. Holmes Entertained
Jolly Party With Numerous
Amusements Last Night—
Other Social Events.
The series of entertainments, in-
cidental to closing of the public
schools for the term, commenced
last evening at the Washington
building auclutorium on West Broad-
way, at which time the freshmen's
class enter:ained with a reception
complimentary to the seniors. The
evening was consumed with render-
ing a most excellent musicale and
literary programme, followed by ser-
vice of refreshments.
This evening the sophomores and
juniors give the seniors another re-
ception at the same place, while to-
morrow night the graduates have
their "Class Day" exercises. Then
Thursday night the seniors hold the
commencement exercises at The
Kentucky, at which time their school
days are brought to a close.
Sunday morning at the First Pres-
byterian church the grsduates were
present in a body to hear the bac-
calaureate sermon delivered to them
by Rev. W. E. Cave, whose subject
"The Leadership of Angels" was one
comprising much useful advice and
food for thought by the young
people as they wend their way
through life.
Koger-Blytbil Reddhlr--
The wedding of Miss Henrietta
Koger and Dr. Vernon Blythe occurs
this evening at 8:3o o'clock at the
Broadway Methodist church, and
will be followed with a reception to
personally invited , guests at the
(Continued on Page Pour.)
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KENTUCKY
ROBBED Of VIOL
That Amount Stolen From
the Steamboat
Last Week
THE COMBINATION WAS WORKED
THIEVES VISITED THE HOME
OF MR. EDWARD HAND-
SON, TWICE IN TWEN-
TY-FOUR HOURS.
J. E. Martin of Smithville, Tenn.,
Says His Watch Was Stolen
While He Was Out
Drinking.
The detectives and policemen are
at work on the case where the safe
on the steamboat Kentucky was
robbed one night last week of about
$70o, while the craft lay in the local
harbor. It seems that someone
worked the combination of the safe,
which is kept in the office aboard the
stearnboat. About $500 in bills
and poo in silver, was missed the
following morning when the chief
cierk opened the safe. Absence of
any tampering with the safe indicates
that the combination was worked and
the authorities claim they have a
good clue, but refuge to give out
anything. The boat plies the Ten-
nessee river, and -getting in each
' Thursday night lays until Saturday
afternoon before departing for an-
other trip up the:.....t waterway.
Ilurdses Illiooad
Mr. Edward Hanson of Kentucky
avenue near Fourth street, proved
ticker which had 'been loosened from
morning he discovered that .thieves
entered his henhouse the night be-
fore and stole about a dozen fine
;
chickens. Later in the day he di,-
'covered that someone had entered his
i home
idit in
apd stolen his fine watch and
money that had been left lying
around loose.
Another Watch Gone.
J. E. Martin of Smithville, Tenn,
reported to the chief of police yes-
'terday that Saturday night he was
(Continued on Page Four.)
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Ema Golden, Anarchist Queen, Says
Day Is Near When American
Workmen Will Follow Russians
Chicago, June 3.—Alexander Berk-
man and Emma Goldman addressed
an audience of mere than 3,000 men
and women in Brand's hall yesterday.
Berkman avoided the role of hero
throughout most of his utterances,
but by depicting the details of the
' tortures" he underwent in the "capi-
talist" prisons. succeeded in working
his auditors up to a frenzy.
"There are two hells," said Berk-
man. "The penitentiary is a sort of
purgatory and dale %—W6M1115111Ilirliett:
"All the torture of prison could not
crush my spirit of liberty. While I
am now not so impulsive, I am a
man of broader wisdom and still
'Anarchist Berkman'"
Emma Goldman introduced herself
as an ex-convict and said she was
protsdbf the fact.
the vilest man in the peni-
feifitlariyir!she Said, 'is better than
.}#e • lEeL•pr and wardens. I would
flitter rionjoY the friendship of the
ifletatilisrisoners than of the presi-
Mit."
1The anarchist queen declared the
Russian peasants will win their liber-
ty and that "the day is close at hand
when the workingmen of this coun-
try will follow the leadership of their
Russian brothers."
Waist Tennessee Methodist.
Rev. T. J. Owen who is conducting
the protracted meeting at the West
Tennessee street Methodist church,
has changed the hours of worship.
Last week he held worship in the
afternoon and evening, but com-
mencing today it will be at 9:30
o'clock each morning, and 7:4,
o'clock every night. Last night he
spoke on "The Woman At the Well."
TO DO AWAY
WITH OLD MAN
CALIFORNIA bOCTOR SAYS
THEY SHOULD BE THROWN
INTO SCRAP HEAP.
Roston, Jane 4.—"After a man has
to be thrown into the scrap heap,"
said Dr. Wood Hutchinson, head of
the Red Plains Sanitarium, in Cali-
fornia, last night. He is here for the
American Medical Association's con-
vention this week. His remarks
caused a stir and started a lively
discussion at a conference at the
Academy of Medicine, for many of
the physicians present were of ad-
vanced age.
"It is a lamentable spectacle," said
Dr. Hutchinson, "to see an old man
clinging to life with determination
when his faculties are fueatly Un-
paired. He is only occupying the
places that should be given over ta
a younger man."
Many delegates have arrived in the
city to attend the convention of the
American Medical association, which
opens tomorrow, and at which be-
tween iii,000 and, tecoo physicians
are expected to be present. The pur-
pose of the convention is to discuss
the latest discoveries in medicine,
and from Tuesday to Friday meet-
tings and clinics will be held in Black
Bay halls and in the hospitals.
THROAT CUTTING
CONTINUANCE
she thought they would be 
and she
had a sum of money left over
. As
she was walking to her car she 
came
to an auction room, and went i
n to
see what was being sold.
The auctibneer was soliciting 
bids
on a piano. Mrs. Dorsey ha
s a
daughter who is very fond of music
,
CLYDE GREENWAY'S 
CASE IS rand her husband and she ha
d often
planned to get a piano, but had neve
r
seen their way clear to do so. Sh
e
began to bid and stewed the pia
ano
with the money she had savisd. Then,
very happy, she went honk and told
her son to go to the store and get
the piano and to hurry, for she want-
ed it in the house when the daughter
and husband came home at night.
The son hitched up elk family
__aud_droye to the store, where
the piano was loaded on the wagon
for him.- When he got home there
were no men in. sight, and as Mrs.
Dorsey was very anxious to have the
piano in her parlor as a surprise to
her husband and her daughter, she
went out to help the boy take it from
the wagon.
She overestimated her strength, for
when the boy pushed tin' piano from
the wagon she was unable to hold
it, and it fell on her and crushed her
so badly that she died in the ambu-
lance on the way to the hospital.
POSTPONED IN POLICE
COURT.
Tomorwow Was Continued Was
Charge of detaining Woma
n
Against Chas. Levertar.
Judge Sanders in the polic
e court
yesterday continued until 
tomorrow
the warrant charging Clyd
e Green-
way, colored, with cutting the
 throat
of George Fort, colored, d
own about
Rowlandlown last Saturday 
night.
There was postponed until
 tomor-
row the breach of the peac
e charge
against George Riggins.
Until tomorrow also went ov
er the
'case charging Charles Lever
ter, col-
ored, with detaining Mies 
Alline
Hare, white, against her will 
at her
home on Harris near Seventh 
street.
Wednesday was the day to wh
ich
the court continued the w
arrant
charging Isom Majors, colored, with
stealing some pantaloons from
 for-
mer sheriff Lee D. Potter, and s
elling
them to Judge Bradley, color
ed, of
South Sixth -street.
Mrs. W. W. Campbell was f
ined
$to for a breech of the peace wit
h
her husband, while the wa
rrant
against the. latter, was continued.
The disorderly conduct cha
rge
against Frank 'Williams .was 
dis-
missed_
Annie Gardfner was fined $30 and
costs for getting drunk, filling up
on
cocaine and then -trying to clean 
out
the house at Ninth and iBoyd stre
ets,
in a fight.
Until tomorrow the judge put off
the warrant charging Mat Miller wi
th
disorderly conduct.
W. R. Fowler, Jesse Spiceland, L
.
-P. Thompson and E. Ladd w
ere
fined $1 and costs 'for beingairunk.
Until. totlay there was continued
the case eharging John Iseman, Jr.,
with breath of ordinance, by -playing
'baseball on the stneet Sunday.
- IECTUREON "OLD
TIMESIN DIXIE"
THIS ADDRESS RY COLONE
L
_HAM IS DRAWING
FEATURE.
He Appears During the Comin
g
Chautauqua, for Many Enter.- aa.
taining Lectures.
Reared amid the environment 
of
ithe elegant leisure and open
hasiled
hospitality of the old scuithern p
lan-
tation, few men are bettee quali
fied
than Coltuiel Hain to speak of 
the
charm of that, ideal social conditi
on
which produced sa•tares race of :n
en
and woineu The negroce were
 his
playmates avid friends, and he a
b-
sorbed much of their quaint folk lor
e
;Aid many a. tbeir weird and musica
l
ditties. The memories of those da
ys •
make it a labor of love to correc
t
some popular misapprehensions of
the relationship of waster and ma
n.
and draw, true to life, scenes 
and
incideats of Times in Dixi
e."
hnlivoned will story and song a
nd
. strung on the golden thread cif af
fec-
tion fga the paa.ale, wiite ant black,
.4ai wham he talks, this lectute 
fur-
.nishes 'lost delightful -entertainment
.
.He sometimes 'drops into etry"
.in a friesidly way This kappens most
.often wkan in fastek .he is rambling
.over the ,)Id sonthern plantation and
"bet-o' de wah."
And here is one a.,f his rhap ies
,
spontaneous as a man's del i.ra for,n
ie,
..ana sounilhag his etauneh devoti
on
t o the wellabeloved erouth:
"Oh, Dixie's vales we anima,
And Dixies skies sae
And Dixie's girls ass bonny.
And Dixieat hearts we .true."
'Col. Geo. W. Bann. the silvar
tongued orator of Kentucky, pays
this stlaute:
Col. 14ani reaches the f ountains of
tears by way sf the fa/infants of
laughter. Behind his we and song
and story one feels the geminating
putoose of a good man with a noble
ideal. No wonder 'everybody delight.;
PASSED AWAY
AT GUERTSVILLE
MRS. ROXIE GROGAN DIED A T
HOME OF FATHER
THERE.
Mr. H. C. Wilson Died of Compli-
tions, and Was Taken to Ben-
ton—Dr. Hearne's Rather
Dead.
Mrs.Grogan died Fridley at the
residence of .her father, Mr. John R.
Vickers of Gilbertsville, Ky., twenty.
five miles -op the Louisville division
of the Monis Central ralroad. She
is. the wife of MT. James Grogan of
this city, and has been to her father's
for a visit when taken ill with in-
flamation of the stomach.
She was a woman beloved for her
many, vitoes and sweet ways, and is
sadly missed by numerous friends.
The remains were buried at the
Obion cemetery near Gilbertsville.
TA= to Benton.
Yesterday afternoon the remains
Mr. H. C. Wilson were taioen t
o
Benton for interment, having died
here Sunday evening at qato o'clock
at his home, or North Eighth
street', Miter an illness with man
y
complications.
The deceased was a carpenter and
some years -ago 'fell on an upright
stake that penetrated between his
%nibs to. (lane a distance into his
body. lie has suffered from this a
t
periods eves intee4 and 'last we
ds
while visiting in Benton, took sick
and had to be 'brought home where
he died.
Mr. iWason was 51 years of age
and born in lallara hal I c on ndit. Vv
-
inoving hene frig years ago fr
om
Benton. He was an Odd Fellow a
nd
man highly esteemed by all. ' He 
is
survived by his 'sister, Mfrs: Fran
k
Johnson of Sharpe. Marshall cnun
ty,
nod. seven -Chili-Wes: Trent, Ben 
Mar-
ry. Geraldine, Manic. Cora and 0
11ie
Short sereicea were held yesterd
ay
at the reeidearee by Rev. 
Ciklyin
Tlarowson of the First Bili
ptiaa
ahurch.
Phydithints "Father.
Sunday at Lebanon, Ten
n., the
deities of Dr. R. •E Hearse o
f this
city pasaed away ater a li
ngering
illness with infirmities prosluced
aillt age. The decease was ;74 
yeast;
of age and one of the be 
lemma
men in that CAmmunity. The 
body
wit be buried totay at Cedar 
Grove.
Tern., and Dr. Hearne wil 
return
the last of the week, having-
 been
alemist.
ENGINEER.
Sel*rn Will Be Brought to a Xl
iose
the Last of Neat Week.
The ;International Iferotheshood
 .of
Locomative Engineers will ;bring ,4a
session to a close the last of %nea
t
week at ,Memphis, where the then
tritt!
has bees going on since the first 
,pf.
last month. These are several 4m4
-,
!red delapites present from all <marl
the Unites States and Canada., #4111
they are transacting much imparta
nt
business. Mr. Joseph McCann.. the
to hear him and to speak his praise. Padu
cah rcrescuitative' is 
still
 
*ere'
His influence is like unto that of the
late lamented General Gordan in re-
uniting the people of the north awl
the south •
SAVED, GOT PIANO,
AND IT KILLED HER
--
- -
Crushed While Kurrying to Instal
l
Instrument to Surprise
Daughter.
• Mra. Mary A. Donser, who 
lived
at No. 914) B street Northeast, fame
downtown to pay the, taxes on a 
tle house she and he husband ha
teen buying, sayra New York sp
tirL te .NRER MUSA
•
jfJ
hawing been in attendance all the
time.
Master Car Rudder T. Mi. gatighltil
of the I. C., is confined at the hos-
.
pital with malarial fever.
Civil engineers yesterday colts-
menoed staking off their lines for
the additional tracks to be laid in
the shop yards
Sunda! Schots'
Next Thiusday the Evangelical
charch Stmelay school gives it; an-
nual picnic at Cold Spring". several
miles from this iffy on the Bentor
road. 'The, children will an meet at
the eintrch on South Fifth It 8
o'clock that morning to go out n •
Picnic.
ONLY ONE
REPORT MADE
LOUISVILLE POLICE CLA
IM
THERE. WAS BUT ONE
VIOLATION OF SUN-
DAY LAW.
Out Hotels and Lulu Simons D
id
Big Business—Resolutions by
Churches.
--
--
-
Louisville, June 4.—Only one r
e-
port was made yesterday fo
r viola-
tion of the Sunday closing
 law.
Helton Simon, who operates 
a sa-
loon at Brook and akfferson 
streets,
was the alleged violator of the
 law.
Lieut. Kinnraney and 
Patrolman
Trompeter claim that at 2:05 ci
.c:OCk
Sunday morning they saw two
 men
at a tablei in Simian's place
, with
bottles in front of them, and a 
wom-
an was going out with a bucke
t of
beer and a bottle of whisky.
At Riverview park into
xicating
rinkls were sold to all Of 18,000 
peo-
ple who applied for therm. Col. 
Lunt
Simons, the, propietor, had 1t6 
wait-
ers on duty, and they were ke
pt busy.
Co). Simons said:
"I still believe that troy pos
ition is
secure, but if it is decided 
that I
have no right to sell liquor on 
Sun-
day I shall comply with tate 
decision.
I have observed Saturday as my
 Sab-
bath in a strict manner, and 
I be-
lieve that the law and higher 
courts
will sustain me."
No liquor was sohidt at Fo
ntain
Ferry and other pari. in the co
unty.
The theatre and other amuse
ments
at Fontaine, Ferry were open.
Hotels Se/1 With Meals.
The only wet spots in Louisv
ille
yesterday were the hotels. All 
one
had to do was to order a mea
l or
sandwich, and chink to his h
eart's
content.
There were no back doors ope
n at
saoons, acording to the police. 
Sev-
'feral tips were received at 
central
station that liquor was being
 sold,
but when officers arrived at 
the
places where the law was sa
i.d1 to
have been violated they found 
noth-
ing doing.
Mayor Thomas A. Conabs„ of 
Lex-
ington said the lid Was not on
 as
tight in Lonisoille as it was in
 Lex-
ington, as the hotels of t
he Blue-
grass capital were not seling
.
Church Resolutions.
At the Walnut atreeti B
aptist
church the congregation ado
pted the
folow no resolutions :
"VVbereas. The governor of
 our
state and the mayor of our c
ity have
earnestly taken hold of the 
matter of
impartially enforcing our w
holesome
Sunday laws; therefore, .be it
"Resolved. By the Walnut
 street
• Baptist church, now wors
hipping at
Third and St. Catherine st
reets, that
wet heartily commend this 
action on
the part of these officials, 
and call
upon all our felow citizens 
heartily
to support them in this go
od work
in the interest of good 
citizenship
and public morality; theref
ore, be it
Norther
'Reardved, That our laws, 
especial-
Vy prohibiting the vale of 
intoxicants,
are sound and wholesome. 
and we
iii lietve thena to be in strict 
accord
lth the constitution of the s
tate of
Kentucky. The same 
a-mita-it y
which closes saloons on electi
on day
eat, close thorn on any othe
r day.
That, i)CCIOISC• a law applies o
ily to
theme who sell liquor, does not ma
ke
it -class legislatiori' any mor
e than
laws about jetties are so, or law..
about railroads or other corp
orations
are ''lass legislation.' Pb
e laws
about juries Cii•ply to all puries in
the sate, and an ore not '
alass. legis-
lation.' Similar laws tboat 
selling
liquor apply to ail Who sell li
quor en
the state. Therefore, be it furt
her
"Resolved, That we send 
copies al
these ireeolutions to our 
governor
.and to-our mayor, bidding them
 God-
-speed 'it this good work. and
 that
-111111:11thRIL-1.--......____tri our 
city
report issued by Commissioner War-
t er shows that during April the total
number of deaths of pensioned civil
v ar soldiers and sailors was 3,134.
This is the highest death rate for
any month of the present Fecal year.
Pension office officials -idle have
fcllowed the figures closely and know
the tendency of the death Tate are
1of 
the opinion that the number of
civil war pensigners has reoched_the
nnixinium, and that hereafter eaCit
succeeili . wal show a de-
t ream* end of last month
ti's.. • ose the roois 669,673 sus-
aivars, a tilt Ate
alas
rilTea"4."
Risogutiona v5f Approval.
The ftilowing resolution was
 un-
animously adopted by the c
ongrega-
tion of the Oak street Cumb
erland
Presbyterian chterrh at 
yesterday
Fawning's iaervices.
raeaolved. by the congregat
ion of
tpe Oak ateeet and ATFeance 
PreAby-
lerian chureltea, That we hearti
ly as
itt ye of the action of Gov.
and, Mayor Barth in their 
0(.-
0 nation to enforce com
plianee et
the law in regard to Sand
ay clinging
in this state and city, and w
e 'hereby
pledge support 'in the sup
prertainin of
all Icinds of vice .on the Sdb
lnith day,
which day should be a holy 
day and
a thify of -rest for man and 
hetet:*
too DIE E'VERY DAY
Ranks are Decreasing—P
ension Of-
fice Officials Say That 
Maxi
mum is Reached in the
Pension List.
Veterans of the civil war ar
e dying
at the rate of too per da
y, accord ne
to the records which are 
kept at the
United 'Suttee pension o
ffice. Tha
monthly reports for severa
l. nionthe
past have shown the 
deith rate
among the old soldiers to .be 
in the
eghborhood of 3,000 • 111
010Ill. A
they bark the less tbaY
teilSe of 2,136 from
M March,
cr of pensioners of all
eintses on the rolls on April 30 last
was 987,806, a decrease of 2,153 from
the nu_mbor of the month previous.
This rate---orTe-17C-Totirsuatly
bah. The total loss of the pansion
toll during the month was as follows:
ity death, 4,918; by remarriage, 79;
minors by limitation, 86; by failing
Jo claim, 36; for other causes, 6o;
Total, 5,189.
FOR RENT.
Buildings Nos. 2o6 and 208 Broad-
way. Will improve to order for
satisfactory tenant. App:y to J. P.
SMITH, Executor.
ACADEMY OF
MEDICINE
MEETS TONIGHT WITH DR
.
LYNE SMITH OF SECOND
AN DBOADWAY.
Library Trustees Will Not Hol
d
. Their Monthly Meeting Tonight
—Other Gatherings.
fill THROUGH
YOUR CORRESPONDENCE
BY USING THE
nip ii,hE
• MI 77::.:11"16`
4.;
az --
A. • .
re]
"UNDERWOOD"
"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
this evening with Dr. Lyne Smith 0i
The Academy of Medicine meet 
inderwood irypewr er
Second and Broadway, at which t
ime 
the members will listen to a lectur
e
by one of their number. Dr. Hor
ace 221 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
.
Rivers is the speaker of the evenin
g,
and talks on "Gynecology."
Library Trustees.
Tonight is the time for the regul
ar
meeting of the Carnegie lihairy tr
ue-
tees, but as they transaced eve
ry-
thing during the called at ,sion 
one
evening last week there is no ne
ces-
sity of the regular monthly father
-
ing tonight. therefore President Ba
g-
by has notified the others it will 
not
be conducted.
Retail Merchants.
The Retail Merchants' Assoc
iation
will hold its monthly meeting 
tomor-
row evening at thsfr hsa
dquarters
on South Fourth street f. r the
 pin-
pose of transacting co
nsiderable
business' coming before them.
Next week the Illinois Central
 rail-
road pay car comes in. and, 
instead
of keeping open two nights 
for the
railroad trade. the merchants 
of the
association have decidaa that
 one
night only will be enottah. as 
noth-
ing is done the second e
vening in
the way of business.
Woodmen of World.
A large crown or t
aa Wenalmen
of the World and their ;
riends went
to Gilhertsville Sunday 
and partici-
pated in the unveiling 
ceremonies
conducted over the grit' • 
of a dead
brother there. The Geaage
 Ccovling
carried the delegation, 
returning late
in the afternoon.
$21,000FORS1,000
We are oaganizing a
 syndicate
whereby investors can pu
t in any
amount from $soo up and buy 
an in-
terest in 4,3 homes and six
 extra lots.
The total price is 
$24,000. The
terms are $7,00taccash and the 
balance
$200 per month. It is prob
able that
the praperty will not cost
 the buy-
ers more than $7.0oo, as the 
tenents
will pay the rest, as the 
gross rents
amount Co $360 peer month. Th
eta!
homes we within ten mi
nutes want
from the
ing a loves of $3,000 on account
 of
vacant likirises and expens
es, even
then the investment wo
uld pay
$31.000 or three dollars for one
. Full
particulars on request.
WHITTEMORE WALL 
ESTATE
AGENCY. Fraternity Buil
ding.
Beth 'Phones 835.
Asheville, 11.C.—Sowthers St
udents
Conference Y. M. C. A., and S
outhern
Conference Y M. C. A.
—Dates o
.sale June 7th, lath and nth, 
1906, lim-
ited to June ayfh, TO06. Rou
nd trip
rate $taa5.
}lot *wins, 'Va.—S
outhern Hard-
ware Jobbers Aasociation and 
Ameri-
can Hardware 'Manufacturer
s Asso-
ciation—Dates of tale June eith
, loth
and itth, t906, %Mit June
 Path.
Roint4 trip rate $20115.
Nashville, Tenn.--1-ational S
unday
Sch0o1 Congress and Nation
al B. Y.
*F. N. Chataqtia (colored)—Dat
es of
sale June nth and lath, 1
906, limit
June 3oth, too6. Round 
trip rate
$4.75'
Men are a good deal like dog
s—
the louder
bite,
it
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISV
ILLE, KY.
0 • 10
0ENT.iwrite ,ALL•r  IT WILL  big TREE Bivalent& 6111
I 
shoveler the most complete line of hich-
nIciffmr.x. TIMIS and NUNDELIDI at 1 UM
a/MOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the wora •
DO NOT BUY A Ettonezzat z•r trice
Of an say Reed of germs, until have received
 our complete Free east&
ileenee illustrating and g every kind of high
-grade and I ire-grade
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn or our
 remark ati4 LOS
rim= sad eireaderral new offers made possib
le by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemea's peolits.
Eau" ear 
APPIllettalt. werAersi a anti *freed. Pay the Proles*
 one
10 Detre saws Trial and stake other liberal terms wh
ich I..) °they
In the world will do. Yoe will learn everything and get m
u. h vale
SW information by simply writing us • postal.
We need • Offklido Assaf in every town and ru
n offer an opportenit)
te Make money to suitable young men who apply
 at once.
$8. 0 PIINOTIME-PROOFTIRES ° N L Y
Re
$8.50 per pair. .8 0  
$0.80
Privet
To Introsk000
We Will Sell N
AILLTAREN
OR RUM
Too a Sample WON 7 LIT
Pair for Only OUT TER AIN(GASH WITH ono(it $4 se)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROIN PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No clangor from THORNS. C
AC-
1 VS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or 
GLASS.
Serions punctures, like intentional knife c
uts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire
Two Nnadrod Thousand pairs asurla aolestioss. O
ter
tormity-livo Thousand pairs sold it year.
Sodas the thlek rubber tread
"A" sad pirneture strips "ft"
teed "0," also rim strip "11"
prevent rim cutting. This
U re will outlast any other
anuins—WOFT, atAnric and
PAST 'TAIDLEU.
w.rlantitt"Priati.i  • ispecalloiting the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from
 satisfied customers statingqu lity alt
ebberin hiohiliseLnewerIT illbecomeoliTely luldpor= ariallignd wi
sichveryclosesdurabulep saraillinpuedectinesdeure.
that their tires have only been pumped up once
 or lyric, in • whole season. They weigh no more Hies
an ordinary tire, the puncture resist nathios
 being glees by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric ow tbe treed. That • lia
r aeasstiosetawarialy felt wham riding on asphalt
or waft roada is overcome be the 
et Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road th
ee overcoming an suction. The regular price of ono
tires is pi aa per pair, but for advertising purp
oses we are meeting s vadat rectory puce to the rider
of only per pair. All orders dripped seargd
ey teeter is lamina We ship C.0.0 on spprovaL
You do not pay • cent until you have examined
 and found them strictly as represented
We will a.vr a sash disorient of 5 per mit (thereby
 malting the price *4.55 per pair) If you seat
FULL OARS WITH ORDER and enclose thi
s setvertisesseut. We will also send mit- nickel
plated brass hand pump and two tampion metal
 puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
paw-tem closers to be used in case of intentional tu
ne cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not a
ntsrsetory ma eaansination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to ea le 
as safe as in • hank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor 
of this paper about ea. If you order • pair at
thew Heal, you will Ituf that they will tide easie
r run Tuner, wear better, last longer and looW
finer thus..., tire you have ever used or seen at an
y price. We keow that you will beau well pleased
that when you want • bicycle you will give us y
our order. We want you to rend us a small trial
order at Mg% berme this remarkable tire oile
r.
brillt-up-whiseln, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs
, atil
everything in the bicycle line are sold byus at half thens
urd
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write
 for our big 81.31:1111' ri OF IffrVINGtod DO ee'„ft
DO NOT WAIT bicyct- vleriorte a paus ir of Weal irk 
anyone until you know the ew adr
wonderful offers we are making. it only costs •
 postal to learn everything. Write it NO 1V
HEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. o`J L" C H !CAB
O, ILL
—Good ._Morning
Did you swallow your share of dust last night?
 I have a full lino ad
Garden Hose; Nozzels, Sprinkling Sleds
etc., various grades and various p fl
ees.
Help your neighbor keep down t he du
st.
.Hannan
boav Phones sot. ip South F ourth St., gag Kentuck
y Amnia.
a . a
Paducah Transfer Company
(Loco Dersi.a)
General Cartage Busine
ss,
Superior Pacllitles for 
Office
Handling Freight. Machinery 2nd
 and Monroe
An./ fibnaehnid Ooods.
 Botn -rritottvi
p. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
111,1747 '",731K",rict •"'."
CONDITION IS
PRECARIOUS
MRS. DR. J. D. SMITH IS
CRITICALLY ILL AT THEIR
HOME.
'Atwood Lad Badly Scalded by Hot
Coffee—Mrrs. Burradell Get-
ting Better.
Dr M. M. Smith of Whiteville.
7tim., and Mr. Thomas Smith of
Louisville, have arrived to attend the
bedside of their mother, Mrs. Dr. J.
P. Smith, who lies near death's door
on Ninth and
street!, Dr. Jul'us Smith of Ttxas
arrived last night, wink Miss Bettie
Smith came from Los Angeles, Cal.,
several days ago.
Mrs. Dr. Smith fell one day last
-meek at their home and fractured her
hip badly. Complications have de-
veloped and she is in an unusually
.precarsous condition to which ser-
iousness is added by her advanced
age, about seventy-five years. Mrs.
Smith is one of the city's most
prominent and devout Christian
ladies whose many friends greatlyde-
plcre the sad condition which has de-
veloped.
Boy Scalded.
Mrs. C. J. Atwood of 314 Adams
Street bad a coffee pot in her hand
at the ,.breakfast table yesterday
morning, when the handle broke and
the pot fell, sending scalding coffee
+over the breast of her son Willie,
who was painfully burned
Woman Recovering.
Mrs. J. L. lituradell of South
n'hincl is recovering from the opera-
tion she underwent in a private ward
-at Riverside hospital.
4
Leveau Lad Injured.
Julian Leveati and Ernest Levillr
were playfully scuffling at the
Leveau hotel on Third and Jefferson
streets yesterday, when the former
struck his wrist upon a drinking
glass and painfully cut himself.
Sent Back Horne.
Mrs Bertha Grahans. wife of Mr.
Paul Graham of Sontih Sixth street,
lhas been taken to their former home
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., on account
of her hopeless conidtion with con-
s unapt ion.
LAST SURVIVOR
OF WAR OF tars.
ABLE MINISTER
REACHED HERE
REV. H. L. DAVENPORT NOW
PREACHING AT THE
METHODIST TENT.
The German Lutherian Church Op-
posed to Pastor Illten Accept-
ing Out-of .town Call.
AN UNTOLD STORY.
910W ONE LIFE ENDED IN
MYSTERY.
Rev. II. L. Davenport of St. Louis
arrived yesterday afternoon and
preached last evening at ehe
tent rexival being conducted on
South Fifth near Jackson street by
Pov Peter Fie"tts of the Third ssreet
Nlerhocbist church. Dr. Davenport is
one of the strongest divines the
country over, and his sermon last
evening was a jewel of eloquence
and food for thought. He will do
the preaching throughout rhe entire
series, which have every prospect of
being among the most successful
ever given in Paducah.
Rev. Fields pre ached Sunday morn -
i nig, and night. and Rev. Calvin
Thonnp so n Sunday afternoon, large
crowds hearing them.
Quater Cast Cherokee Is Last Liv-
ing Man Known to Hltve Fired
Shot at English Troops.
Near Santa Monica, Cal., beneath
Ii'. own vine and fig tree, withinsight
and sound of the bounding billows,
lives ptrhaps the only suinvor of the
;only who fired a shot into the Eng-
durng the battle of New Orleans
jr IA12. "Uncle Dan" Turner, a
quarter-cast Cherokee Indian, is the
historic character, and so far as his
koov,ledge runs, he will, on the
Fourth of July next round out an
evin century.
Turner was born somewhere in
Georgia in 18o, has a good corn-
aiand of the English language, and is
a psnsioner of Uncle Sam, having en-
listed in a cavalry regiment at
Stockton, Cal., the year before
President Lincoln was assassinated.
'
This connecting link between the
history of two centuries thinks
without dotal', that he is the only
person living who fired a gun in the
war of 1812. He explains the part he
took in that war in this way: His
father was a Cherokee Ineliat‘ and
his mother a Creek. His father was
on Jackson's staff, and ,Dan, then a
lad of seven years, remained at home
with his mother in New Orleans. Th.!
excitement of the,. War_ called
-1-naThe soniThi-Vis father's regiment.
At sight of the boy the father was
enraged and was on the point of
administering punishment upon him
when Gen. Jockson came upon the
scene. The general interceded in be-
half of the lad. Just when a charge
was about to be made upon the en-
emy, and, at Jackson's suggestion.
the little Indian boy was given a
loaded gun. The boy and his father
were protected behind breastworks of
cotton and Dan says he distinctly
remembers resting the gun against
the hales of cotton and firing in the'
'direction of the enemy.
REAL ESTATE SYNDICATE••
BARGAINS.
No Evening Worship.
No services were, held Sunday
night at the Broadway Methodist
church, that congregation attending
near Jackelon.
Seventh Day Adventists.
The Seventh Day Adventist's ser-
vices; at Eighth and Clark streets
are attracting quite a crowd each
evening. Last night the ministers
spoke on "Have Wee Reached the
Time of the End."
We offer a money mskiing propcist-tion for an irwlividual or a syndiraht
whereby a $as,000 investment can be
bought for $24,000 investment can be
bought for $7,000 cosh and the &si-
lence on monthly payments at far
less than the rents. Thin Oughtit to
pay the investor so per cent. In-
terests can he bought, from Stoo
to $7,000 It will bear the closest in-
vestigation.
WHITTEMORE VAT. ESTATIC
AGENCY.
Fraternity Bldg. Both Phones 835.
Second Call.
Rev. A. C. Illten of the German
Lutheran church has received a call
to go to Dubuque, Iowa, to take
charge of the Lutheran church there
Sunday afternoon he laid the matter
before the Paducah congregation,
and they refused to consider him
leaving, thereby attesting the great
popularity of the divine with his
flock. OM's, a few weeks age he re-
ceived a call to Yenictovrts, Iowa. but
had to refuse this on account of hes
congregation being opposed to his
Ira ving
REMARKABLE ENSOR CAT
Was it Reason or Instinct That
Caused its Strange Acts.
Ensor, June 2 —1 chanced to
•ee recent!) an article on the "Intel-
ligence of Animals" which brought to
mind an incident which occurred un-
der my own observation, and which
may interest some readers. It is a
fact too well known to every one for
skepticism, that most dogs will carry
ofj and secrete for future use a choice
bone or bit of provision he does not
want to consume at the time, and
the choice of his hiding place and
manner of covering up the delicacy
from intruders often looks like an in-
tell';-•nt and thought-ont proceeding.
1:ii• •is is e,0 piromotal and is gen-
erally set down to something called
instinct. I will venture to say that
not many people ever saw a cat do
this. We have had for years a
model cat which never ate a chicken,
or jumped on a table or troubled the
house in any way save to come to the
back porch morning and evening for
her saucer of milk. Once she was a
famous hunter of rats, mice, birds and
rabbits. Now she is growing old.
Time tells on cats as well as oh men
and women, and while her appetite
was still pretty good she did not feel
to much inclined to race rabbits as
she used to do. In fact, she had
passed more years than most cats
see, being sixteen years old, and the
mother of many kittens. I was as-
tonished one afternoon to see her
carrying a young live rabbit of good
lee-- -or
hovels. Of course, as soon as she
left it, out it ran; she caught it and
carried it back only to have the same
pu ocess repeated. Finally she killed
it and disapearcd with it into the
weeds. The next day she 'came w'th
a large half
-eaten rabbit which she
took into the same coop and lett.
Unfortunately, a neigbor's dog was
ircsent and before her very face dart-
ed in and carried off the rabbit. The
next day I saw her bringing in a
c,uite young rabbit, seemingly unhurt.
I watched to see what she would do
with it. She carried it to an empty
upright barrel which was placed tin-
der the back of the house. an' l which
is rather far from the ground, and
placed her captive in it lats in the
afternoon. I looked to see if it was
still there. It was and th-se more,
all active, but of course tillable to get
cut. Afterwards she took out one
each day till all were goite.- Now,
ifd not this look Iijse reason in the
cat? She saw me every evening fas-
ten brocds of chickens in the coop
and evidently she thought she could
keep her rabbit ihere, but when she
failed to keep a live rabbit, she tried
a dead one, and when that failed she
hunted and. found a safer kfld more
secure place.—Mts. ,114 H. Intyre,
In OirtnabOto • !requiter.
BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
They warned him when he entered
the hospital that the operasigu was
e rows, that there was but tittle
,..os of its success and that it must
done, so to say, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even without any
change of expression. Then he said
curtly and decidedly, although indit
:enmity, like a man to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
1:W;tring'ihi wik be rested in the lei
vats ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, and moi, par-
ticularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that begins
by piquing our curiosity and ends bg
fascinating it. He was in the prime of
41 ed, rattled and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
oval featured, dark and strikingly
handsome—so much was apparent on
the surface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or
turned aside with a bored look, as U
his affairs were of no importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she had ever met in all her va-
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
fore long her wonder left her and a
vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-
ed its place.
He bad no visitors and furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Mies Marcy's efforts to enter-
tain him. He read nothing, not even
the newspapers, and lay perfectly still,
his big black eyes fastened on the bare
wall, the expression an his face fixed,
Immovable and unvarying, as If his
mind were always considering the
same thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them like a prisoner in the four
walls of his cell.
The day after the operation, which
proved unsuccesaftil, as the surgeons
feared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night came the interne beckoned
Miss Marcy into the hall and said to
her: "It is doubtful whether or not
your patient can live until morning. I
think you ototht to tell him so"
She reentered the room softly, wait-
ed a moment or two and then, making
sure that she had herself firmly in
hand, started to break the mournful
news to him as gently and indirectly
as ahe could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave of
his hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom you
wish to have hers." she suggested,
overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,
looked reflective and he gave no an-
swer. Miss Marcy, thinking be had
forgotten it repeated her remark_
"No." he answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to
anybody!" she asked.
He hesitated a second, evidently pon-
dering, and then answered as before:
KEEPING THE WORLD WARM.
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herself
In making him as comfortable se she
could under the forlorn circumstancels,
and then she inquired meekly, as It
afraid of a refusal In advance: "Is
there anything you want done."
"I would appreciate it," he said
eagerly in a flash of returned vitality:
"If you would brace me up against
the pillows and let sae smoke."
She attended to his request, placing
his box of black, thick cigars ea the
table beside him. He tit one and
puffed away as coolly as if he had un-
W all eternity to finish it, his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse. In the seml-darkneas of the
room his cigar and his flashing black
eye* made three vivid light,.—two of
them unnaturally bright
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
hnowktg if he spoke he would reveal
the mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to hear. But
Troirffed;-wrInVIng- 1111-111fir
teed, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
that an awful battle was going on in
the dying man's heart, that some great,
overwhelming desire commanded him
to speak and that • pride equally mas-
terful ordered him to keep his lips
sealed. This battle and the dread cir-
cumstances amid which it was being
fought awed her, touched her with a
sense of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw away one half-stoked
cigar to light another and another, lift-
ing them away from his lips as if to
begin ttis Ominous tOnfesaion, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage in favor of pride, and he ut-
tered not a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if it
comprised all time, as if it were pus'
posely delaying It. end for this ma*
to appak. The silence became orient.
durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if it
might break any moment, without
) warning, into a peal that would shakeI he foundation of the hospital.
1 . His eyes burned brighter and bright-et, consuming the area of his life asi they burned; then soddenly, at the
, approach of the dawn, they closed for-
ever, his last cigar dropped from his
mouth, an inscrutable smile flitted
across his face as if to proelaim pride's
victory, and he passed away, taking his
merit with him, leaving his mystery
tonifIrd.7-411aleago Daily. News. .....
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing impresses our
winter travelers among the civilized
peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they endure. Mr.
Howells, in his recent book, "London
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng-
lish fireplace, with its meager outgly-
ing of heat, but concedes that "At the
end it is a question ot whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold awl
well; we choose the first course, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes small de-
mands upon the fuel supply for warmieg
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth it is regarded as detriments] to
health to have rooms artificially bested.
In many cold regions the reople have
little more artificial warmth than the
domestic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate. first in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply,
It Is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 years..
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may bold out, it is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal Is the world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
"RESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
:rows of C solos- znt Proceedings
Often Withheld by Mr.
President lioos(,volt is the most
sneressful suppreivn. of news that
the country has had in the White
House for the past 26 years. It a
topic is discussed at the White House,
and the president decides that it
would be unwire to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating in the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful in it as Mr. Roosevelt. He
has an impressive manner of letting
nig confreres know his wishes, and
it is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact has been brought out a num-
ber of times lately, particularly when
New York politics have been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral ideas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affairs, and gives
his cabinet officers great latitude la
talking with representatives of the
press about public matters. But it
sometimes happens that he believes
that publicity will do no good and •
great deal of halm. In such cases
he imposes secrecy, and his caution
Is invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
Much Red Tape Is. Necessary to Ob-
tain /tight of Invention in
XID 100.
— —
To procure • patent in Mexico the
party making application, unless pres-
ent in person, must furnish his repre-
sentative with a letter of authority—
cart* de poder In Snanish--elgresd by
himself or herself in the presence of
two witnesses. Ordinarily legalization
by a Mexican consul is not required
It must be borne in mind that one
earta de poder will not answer tot
several applications, us each applica-
tion for either patent or trade mark
must he accompanied by a separate
carts de poder. This must be LCCOU3
panted by • full and complete descrip-
tion, and claims of ang for the inven-
tion. If they are seut in Spanioh
ready for filing they must be in tripli-
cate. on clear white paper 230 by 215
millimeters, approxlmat•ly 13 by 18%
nachea,_wriLtan Asps.
writer on one side only of the paper,
leaving on each sheet a left hand
margin of one-fpurth the width of the
paper. Of course if they are not
sent In Spanish the locas represent&
tive attends to all the details, which
Is by far the better way. He should
be furnished with full narnrs, profs-
Ion. citizenship and reetdence of
applicant.
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPHENSON.,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES
NO. zio
•9
203-105 S. THIRD ST.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
liti0to3151roalway
%Bicycles in Germany.
Consul General Guenther of Frank-
fort reports that, according to a oorre-
srxisdent of the Frankfurter Zeitung,
only a very insignificant portion of the
bicycles used in Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. During
the last five years 74,500 bicycles were
imported Into livritserland, of which
49,500 were Oerzian, 12,500 !Prost*, I,-
000 Atnreican and 1,700 English. Less
than ten years ago Englaarl'controllod
the Swiss bicycle market; to-day the
English trade therein is almost nil
The Zettung correspondent says that
the imports from Germany are steadily
increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
cans, etc., coming almost exelusively
from Germany.
His Living Expenses.
Mr. Jackson (surprised)---So yo' find
ro'r living expenses are reduced one-
half since you .got marrindt
Mr. Johnson (desperetely)-:-Tais,
other half has to go for household ow.
posoes.—Ltta
--
PLUMBING...
WI ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER TI-! AT Pt'r‘,'R .prr.NT przrer.
IT WILL I,AY YOU TO bllia2iLIIairocsi.ies1.64 WI. HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
131:13:111=====
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at ao cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
. Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
8111/111111111111111MIMIIIIIIMM
C. C. LEE. 315 hay.
4ine-1- Iata I
II
Steam and Hot Water Heating
Phone 133. 52; Broadway,
COU LSO N,
INSURE WITH
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EfrrAT,4. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?AMU. SAM
VEIPITHLY PAYMEITe trrrs FOR invErnanrr. virSTIRN-
1121kITUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
CDGard W. warrrrmow.L. elhaunith. No.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, 
- Residence Phone 726
HUGHES
WENER/AL INSUILANCE,
T16 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE 343.
MAIM, [FINGER & co.
Undertakers and Embalmers, ,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. 
PADUCAH, Klig
. 
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Let the People Speak Out.
The tight is on in Paducah between
organized corporate wealth and the
people.
From expressions rife on the
streets, in the shops and the houses,
the people come to the conclusion that
the time has arrived for rise people
to got a square deal, and to no long-
er submit to being held up by a
handful of men who are busily en-
gaged in plucking the public.
The editor of this paper cannot go
en the streets without being stopped
by merchants, /mechanics and profes-
sional men who .express their in-
dcsrsenstnt of The Register in its
advocacy of the rights of the people.
The Register desires to say that if
the people desire a change for 4lie
better in the conditions that have en-
abled a litle gang to get rich off
the people in the last.few years, t
must get out and give the' authori-
ties to understand that the public's
interest stands above all else. Last
night at the council meeting the cor-
poration people were there in full
force, and after the meeting they
were busy with the members in try-
ing to convince them that they did
wrong in not voting to build a
bridge for the traction- company.
The tax-payers of this city should
naake it their Iffltness from now on
to eake aively interest in public af-
fairs and make b a point to talk to
members
and urge
rights of
tions are
of see gecnral council
them to stanil firm for the
the people.' The corpora-
making a strong fight and
if the people expect .their represent-
atives to mind for the public, they
MUSIC give them encouragement and
suppor t.
The Island Creek Bridge.
The action taken by the council
last night in reference to the Island
Creek btidles will meet the hearty
approval of the tax-payers of Pada-
cah. That by decided, that the
city should_ build a bridge for the
accomiodittion of the public only and
instructed the board of public works
and public 'improvement eimanittee
to get bids on same,
Since the bridge has been up for
public elOstaeSsion many of the leading
business men have exptessed the
opinion that the city ehould build a
bridge for the people, and if the
street raillway company desired to
extend its lines that the company
should providv its own bridge across
"Wood
icsburg need not IvOrty about the car
lines not being exitknded to that por-
tion of the city, for it is a fact that
the company is now making efforts
to extend ite'ilftel from Fountain
avenue and Broadway across the
southwestern egorism, of the city to
Littleville.
There are; niiArte lidositeT in 'Mechan-
icfburg than in the other section Jto
which the linen are to penetrate and
asit ishusinessthe company is after,
it wil not hesi,tatt, to extent' its lines.
Of course, if the street railway coin-
/paw can get the tax-payers or Pa-
(local' to btjld a bridge for it, or let
thousand slolArs .444
them use the a fewbridIge gaiyiristl
s
traction conipany will only be too
glad to do 901 If the traction com-
pany builds an independent bridge it
will cops' afbout $8,000 or Sio,000, and
every year or two the repairs will
take a thousand or two &Mars.
Let the general council of Paducah
look after Paducah's Ineeiness, and
leave the traction company to look
after its own business.
Charles 0ourleitut Pined for Striking
8. Nolen During Argument.
Justice Charles Finery yesterday
in his court fined Charles Got:rime
$1 and costs for striking -J. S. Nolen
during a controversy they had two
wieelds ago, as the result of Nolen
charging Willie Scbmidtt with steal-
ing hie $350, and of which Young
Schmidtt was completefy, exonerated
at the trial whiciti proved conclusive-
.
FOMENTED AT ST. LOMS
(Continued from
A Public Blessing.
The juvenile courts are opening up
moral reforms by means of the scal-
pel that they may prove a public
blessing. A Philadelphia judge of a
Juvenile tourt has suspended sentence
on a boy charged with theft upon the
promise of his mother to have a sur-
cal 'operation performed on him—or,
rather, two, because he had a growth
in the nose and a depression of the
frontal bone due to a fall in infancy,
which were suspected of giving his
moral nature a downward turn. The
Record says it is too Soon to speak
positively of the results of the ope-
ration, but the present iudications are
t'h2"t'.ffiie--OT--thf-e--Tfii--r-ef.f:i
td the patient. 'Must we all have our
appendices and our sinful proclivities
removed by surgery in our youth,
just as we are protected against
small-pox by vaccination? — State
Capital.
An inde'pend'ent telephone corn
pany not only proposes to cut rates
to New York subscribers to $12 a
year, 'but to give the city $3,000.000
a year for 25 years for the use of
the city's streets.
It is claimed that the profits of the
company that now enjoys a monop-
oly amounts to $to,000,000 a year.
In twenty years from now the peo-
ple of this country will wonder how
the people of the present day ever
let the corporations get such a hold
on theirs Every one who invests
money legitimately is entitled' to a
legitimate profit, but when it comes
to 25 per cent and so per cent,
through a nissiopoly it is criminal to
permit such conditions to continue.
The following extract from a re-
cent speech by Gov. Hanly of In-
diana, gives the exact position of The
Register on the question of the use
cf wealth in this bouittry, and every
honest man will indorse the senti-
nts. Says Gov. lianly:
"I do not preach against thrift, nor
against wealth, nor against incorpor-
ated bodies. Thrift, wealth and ag-
gregated capital are esential to the
prosperity of the people and the de-
velopment of the country. I wage
no war against these or any of these,
but I do wage war against the thrift
that grows, by theft and peculation,
against the abuse of wealth, against
the corrupt practices of incorporated
capital, and the undue and unholy in-
fluences it exercises in the adminis-
tration of government."
—Another we."ri-----aere, Dr. Wood
Hutchison of California, has got it
in for the old filen. In a speech be-
fore the American Medical associa-
tion at Boston yesterday.
"It is a lamentable specta'cle," said
Dr. Hutchinson, "to see an old man
clinging to life with determination
when his faculties are t greatly im-
paired. He is only occupying the
places that should be given over to
a younger man."
This scribe is glad be wears no
beard, and is thinking of dying—the
hair above his 'temples.
If everybody will reed the pacing
house reports. there will he less meat
eaten in this country during the next
few months.
Eight-Hour Day for Society.
(London Truth.)
There should be an eight-hour day
for "fashionable" women. We cal:
not talk scandal continuously for
twelve, as we do now—the excite-
ment and the strain upon the imagl-
Lotion are terrific.
AGED MAN DIES.
•Pagala- -Passed A
After Short Illness With
Pneumonia.
Last night at 8 o'clock Mr. John
T. Pawls died at the home of his
son, Mr. H. C. Pagels, at The Pines
farm, near Arcadia, after a five days'
illness with pneumonia.
Deceased was 70 years of age and
born in Germany but had 'lived in
this country many years. He—eame
here five years ago Irons Olney, HI.,
to reside with his son. B,esides the
latter he is survived by two daugh-
ters, Mrs. W. R. Schoneff of North
Dakota, and Mrs. Henry C. Gardner
of Olney, Ill.
The feminine will be Shipped to
Olney today, for burial.
FINE ASSESSED.
Phone Trust War In New Sustained By Evans
York Is An Eye-Opener
,
NEW COMPANY OFFERS PHON /3k AT $12 A YEAR AND a CENTS
A CALL—OLD COMPANY'S PROFITS Sto,000,000 A YEAR—
NEW COMPANY OFFERS CITY $3,000,000 A YEAR FOR 25
YEARS FOR USE OF CITY STREETS.
New York, June 4.—A bitter tele-
phone war is on in the metropolis.
The question is: Shall there be two
telephone systems Or one?
Opposition to a double ph°, sys-
tem is based upon alleged complaints
frotn cities where it is in operation.
Municipal ownershin advocates make
_
a third angle to the situation by pro-
claiming that the city•ought to otzie-
rate its own telephone system.
The Atlantic Telephone Com-
pany, an independent concern beaded
by John Shaw, is pitted against the
New York Telephone Company, a
section of the great Bell trust in the
east.
Trust's Big Rake-Off.
I.ocally the Bell trust has a quarter
of a million subscribers yieding $36,-
000.000 to $4o,000,000 per annum.
It is claimed that on this the profit
is more than 25 per cent, or about
$to,000,000 per year., The dieidend
rate does not show it, as the com-
pany recently watered' its stock
heavity. Its profits have grown over
aoo per cent in 15 years.
The trust's rates have 'been as ex-
orbitant as its methods have been
high-hand It now talks of reduc-1
ing rates.
Several years ago the trust abol-
ished "unlimited" message contracts.
It forced subscribers to pay for every
five minute or shorter message sent.
This is accomplished by means of an
automatic register of all calls in cen-
tral - offices. Subscribers have to con-,
tract for a definite number of mes-
sages per year at TO cents each, extra
earls being rated at 5 cents. The
rate is only slightly lower to large
• I
At the thousands of pay stations to
cents is charged for each Manhasan
call, 15 cents each for Brooklyn call's.
and 2,0 cents for calls ?cross the'
Harlem river. lt is alleged, besides,
that the automatic register of calls
at "central" often does a gas meter
• Istunt.
The independent concern has of-
fered a phone service for 2 cents a
call within Manhattan and 5 cents for
other boroughs, or $12 a year rental i
for a telephone. For 25 years it of-
iers to pay the city $3,000,000 per an-I
num for the privilege of using city!
streets. The trust pays nothing.'
Municipal ownership advocates ar-
gue that this offer, while liberal, is
still in excess of what the city might
operate a municipal telephone system
giving a better service and making a
big city profit.
The wire subways of the city were
cwned by the Empire City Subway
company. Limited, and trust oflic•
ials were forced to admit that they
owned controlling interest in that
company.
It developed that politicians had
for years been giving to the subway
concern wire rights. The entrance
into the streets of independent sub-
ways would be fought in the courts.
The independent concern argues
that with popular support it will put
the trust out of business and save
millions for subscribers.
The trust has powerful political
basking and it is doubtful if it will
be beittn.
The /Atlantic company 75.000
contracts signed, provisional 1.:)I )1i its
subscribers, gaining entrance.
SIMI WORK
SPECIAL REPRESENTATVE OF
BITULITHIC COMPANY
HERE TO PUSH WORK
Board of Public Works Holds To Its
Position of Taking Charge To-
morrow Unless Work Is
Hurried.
The board of public ;works held a
special meeting yesterday afternoon
to hear the explanation of the South-
ern Bitulithic company in regard to
the delay in the reconstruction of
Kentucky avenue. Mr. Bradley of
Nashville had been sent here to make
a personal investigation and to take
steps toward hurrying the work.
Mr. Bradley was before the board
and attributed the delay to the side-
walks of Robertson & Garnder, to
whom the company sublet the con-
tract for the storm water sewers, and
said that they had procured addi-
tional laborers for that firm but they
would not permit thorn to go work. As
Robertson & Gardner also have the
contract for grading the streets for
the concrete foundation to he laid
by the bitulithic people, the board of
public works informed Mr. Bradley
that his company must either force
the sub-contractors to put on more
men or at the regular meeting of the
hoard. tomorrow. which is the limit
fixed by. the hoard in its action of
last week to that company, the city
would decide to take charge of the'
entire work and complete it at the
cost of the Southern Ititulithic com-
pany. In the meantime Mr. Bradliy
will endleavor to push the work or
his company will finish install'ng the
sewers and do the graeling.
Superintendent Burnett of the wat-
er company- returned the petition for
the extension of the water mains in
Rowlandtown, 'because it was not
rl n ned and ask:-
ed that a petition, as provided by t e
franchise he circulated and signed% a
copy of which was given the board.
It devefoped that the extension
was also desired along a block, the
street improvement of which the
board of works had rejected, and to
avoid complications that block was
cut not, and notice given to the gen-
eral council of the board's action.
Mr. John W. Holmes, wbo is re.t-
ting sip the 01-ans for the enforee-
tuent of the municipal light plant,
was before the hoard and an hour
spent in difICUltging the proposed
changes, after which he announced
that he would have a report ready
for the board at Ds next meeting
tomorrow. The' clerk of the board
was instructed to notify the chair-
men of the light committees to he
present at the meeting tomotr
ahernoon. -----
The board then adjourned.
(Continued From First Page.)
the exceptions put in by the bank-
rupt, Will Harris & so., to the $1,2o0
claim of the Carter Dry Goods Co.,
against the Harris concern which has
gone into bankruptcy. On the.referee
overruling the exceptions, Will
Hirrris & Co., appealed the decision
to Judge Evans at Louisville, claim-
ing Carter's whole claim is not a
valid one.
Referee Bagby goes to Murray to-'
day, accompanied by his steno-
grapher, Miss Thresa Kirchoff, for
the purpose of hearing more evidence
en the exceptions put in to the claim
Llae_Christian _church theses,. lodges.
against Will Harris & Co. The church
contends the firindonatedseveral hun-
dred dollars to the congregation, and
now want their share of the assets.
It- this case the referee yesterday
forwarded to Judge Evans at Louis-
vilk, a recommendation that Will
Harris, I.. C. Linn, and Will Linn
be granted their discharge in bank-
ruptcy.
First Meeting.
Judge Evans has referred to the
referee the papers in the case where
James L. Woodward filed a petition
in bankruptcy. The referee has set
June 15th as the time for holding the
first meeting of the creditors, who
will select their truatee to take
charge of their interests in the
estate.
Another Discharge.
The referee forwarded to Judge
Evans yesterday the recommendation
that Marmaduke G. Sale be granted
Ins discharged in bankruptcy.
ENTERTAINMTNTS FOR
THE SCHOOL
(Continued from Page One )
Koger home. Tonight the couple go
South on their bridal tour, to re-
turn in three weeks.
Open Air Musics. le.
Mrs. James Weille and Miss
Mayme Dryfuss will entertain tomor-
row evening with an open air musi-
cale at the home of the tomer on
North Eighth street.
Confederate Daughters.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet with Mrs. Eugenia Clark
Cleugh of Ninth and Clay streets.
For Popular Visitor.
Mrs. John W. Holmes of First
and Washington sweets entertained
a number of friends last evening.
complimentary .to her guest, Miss
Louise Companion of Chicago, oneFA Paso, June 4.—A rivate tele-
of the most cultured and populargram received from Caeanea says
that Americans are now in control of young ladies visiting here recently.
the town, and many Mexicans have During the evening numerous
left. One hundred rifles and a quant- diversions were delightfully indulges'in, and a happy time had, especiallyity of ammunatiorravere shipOd from
here Saturday to Col. Greene at with a "peanut contest" that supplied
enjoyment of an original nature.Mere and will be taken to Cananea 
if they can be gotten over the boun- Before adjournment a dainty
liar y luncheon was partaken of.( 
PRESIDENT DIAZ
ORDERS OUT TROOPS.
the
can
by Gov. Ysabel to cross the
dory..
KENTUCKY ROBBED OF
Family Reunion.
Mr. and Nits. N. J. (lowland of
El Paso, June dent DiaziSeVeral miks outside the city. Sun-i
has ordered all troops at ',log-ales and fday had a• big family reunion, picnic
Hermosillo to proceed Cananea. dinner being served in the wflods. 
Order was restored there soon after i The relatives there were Mr. and
arrival Saturday of the Amen- Mts. J. N. Rowland, W. H. Bowland,
volunteers, who wer permitted family county; Charles Rowland,
boun- family, city; J. 'Walter /Rowland
family, city; J. R. Culp, family,
county; U. K. Lecky, family, city;
l:tid Culp, family, city; Mrs. Ida
Duke family, city; Lloyd Goheen,
fatuity. county; Charles Rowland
county; Messrs. !sham, John and
Prantly /lowland, city.
$700.
(Continued from Page One.)
out drinking, and had his fine watch
upon his person.
were bred: "Viva le Mexico; so per-
ish all traitors.' Vt"thout fear, the
oomcd men replied as cc man:
"To  with the go...rnment;
away with Mexico."
The dispatch further stats that the
arrival of Kosterlitzky with his
troops had more to do with the
quelling of the riot than the pres-
ence of American soldiers on the
scene. It also states that Cananea
did not burn and is not burning. The
pecuniary loss of the Cananea Con-
iolidated mining company is estimat-
ed at $500.000 and work will be re-
sumed within a week.
SAYS AMERICANS
ARE NOW IN CONTROL.
lie left Gray's
saloon on South Fourth, and N:ent Word from Woonsocket, Rhode
to Sam Gott's place on North, Island, is that last Thursday Mr. P.
Fe urth, and while in the latter placE Lee Bridges and Miss Mary C.
someone informed him that his Wright, were united in marriage by
watch chain was dangling loose out Rev. J. 0. Fallon at his home. there.
ocket. He felt for his Th inf rmation is  of local inttrest, 
5n2% South Seventh.
side his
SPECTACLES
EYE GLASSES
Properly
Fitted
and
Adjusted I
Gold Filled
— $2.50
Solid NC
$5.00!
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
327 Broadway.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY. PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY,. IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.,
TILL. 70.
policemen had t e carcass remove
the chain and stolen. He does not
know where he was when the watch
was taken.
Wheel Stolen.
Roy Sullivan of 61T North Sixth
street reported to the headquarters
yesterday .that someone had stolen
his bicycle folio the public school
Set of Harness Gone.
Grocer Englert of South Second
street resides at ste Jefferson street,
and yesterday morning discovered
that a set of harness had been
stolen from the stable behind the
home.
. Cooperage Thievery.
Supt. Blaine Kilgore of the cooper-
age works in Mechanicsburg re-
ported to Chief Codling yesterday
that boys had been stealing promic-
cuously at the big works. He wanted
tearrants, but as the juvenile court
 
 law is about to become/ effective, he
Ronqstill ,and killed by a roley,wac referred to Judge Lightfoot.
horn the rifles of the Rurales tinder Who by virtue of his office becomes
• 
the command of Kosherliiikrs Who,Titidge of the juvenile court also, and A' gebd man hasn't much)
0111:0111ey i: is reported, cried out as the 
?hots handles such cases.
Formerbr Lived Here.
the former being the young news-
paper man formerly connected with
the Paducah papers.
Native of Tennessee.
Louisville, Ky., June 4.—After a
hiave fight against disease, the Hon.
Reuben D. Hill, United States attor-
ney for the western district of Ken-
tucky, 01144 
away_ 
-Saturday night
at his home in Whitley county. The
end had been expected for days. Mr.
Hill was a native of Campbell coun
ty, Tenn., his father being the Rev.
Joe A. Hill, a Baptist minister. He
moved to Whitley county when a
boy and was educated there and at
Rutledge, Tenn. He taught echool
;n Whitley county several years and
was admitted to the bar in Wt. He'
was very successfitl as a, lawyer and
served as county attorney and cir-
cuit attorney. When .PrettidertrAMc-
Kinley first went into offiee• he 'ap-
pointed Mr. Hill district attorney.
Me held the officeever since and Mid
been appointed to his third term.
For more than a year he has been in
falling health.
Page One.)
iwaete 'ion a "good fellow."
time to
NOTICE.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today;
363-r Egcater, J. M. W., Attorney..
2665 Perkins, Lem, Res., 908 Brun-
son avenue.
2582 Perry, J. 0., Res, 717 South,
Eleventh.
2216, Luft, J. F., Res., SO2 Broad-
way,
2664 Mast; Sammie, Res.. y South
Ninth.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its Worth and value.
We have in the city
subscribers or five times
31000
IS many SS
the Independent Co.; onside of the
city and witku the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
fliifetiesitient ' Co. Vet we will phase
,telephona in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
silOpelited to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.
Call 390 for further information.
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PADUCAH'S
CHAUTAUQUA
Arrangements BeingPushed
Along By Mr.
Holler
DATE ONLY FEW WEEKS OFF
•••••••••.."..
pROSPECTS ARE THAT GATM
ERING WILL BE ONE OF
MOST SUCCESSFUL FIRST
CHAUTAUQUAS EVER
GIVEN.
One of the Strongest Characters to
Appear During thc Meeting
Will Be Richard Pearson
Hobson.
Mr. B. W. E. Holler, the. chaetau-
qua promoter here, is Working hard
getting things iit good shop& for the
coming event thatelfi0e initial en-
tertainment of Mt character
given in this city, tied which has ev-
ery prospect of keine/ one of the
most successful' chautauquas con-
ducted anywhere the country over.
One of the most renowned speak-
ers to appear dareirthe -.gathering is
Captain Richmond Pearson Hobeon,
who was one of the brilliant lights
of the Anwricanenaey;
RICHMOND PFARSON HOBSON
No history of naval warfare will
be written in the futtwe that does
not devote space to Captain licitneon.
At Santiago he won ine;wrishable re-
nown. When it was known that
Cervera's fleet was in the harbor the
late Rear-Admiral Sampson con-
ceived the idea of effectually sealing
it tip and t hits prevent any possibility
of -escape. Velunteere were eatled
for to lead the (tering expedition and
the first to reepond was Lieutenant
)+obson. It was not nee-celerity tn
tell the young lieutenant that he took
his fife in his own hands. and that
whether the plan failed or not he
probably wined not return alive. He
knew that, and knowing, was willing
to offeethis young life as a sacrifice
on the altar of his country. It is
not necessary to recount that thril-
ling feat; it is not necessary to tell
how tioheon vteered the collier
'Merrimac.' into the month of the
harbor at deadrot, itheht. sunk it to
the bottotn all dl Witt 11 Mee e etteimedee
jumped into the stream. tlis rapture,
impritioement audeembeoquent liber-
action are too well known to need
recounting. Nor is it necessary to
say that it was one of the bravest
deeds ever recorded. The world ap-
plauded Hobson and his place is se-
curet among those who offered tip
their lives at the call of duty.
Captain Hobson is the son of a
Confederate ve:teran. The presence
of TtIC son at Sant ago typ ted t e
PROBATION
AUTHORITIES
Jrdge Lightfoot Will Not
Appoint Them Right
Now
COLLINS APPROVES OF LAW
LEAH DANIEL'S WILL PRO-
-BATE-13 -YES ititlikithl THE
COUNTY could BY
THE JUDGE.
Arrangements Finished for Additional
Concrete Walks to Run Through
Court House Lawn—
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said that
he had overlooked the date of the
"Juvenile Court" law, and thought it
became effective June 1st., but that
it does not until next Monday, ac-
cording to the provision incorporated
in the document by the state legis-
lature in enacting the bill. On glanc-
ing over a copy of the bill last Sat-
uday he thought he noticed it be-
came effective Friday, but now sees
his mistake.
The judge does not intend ap-
pointing any `prybation officers" on
account of it being too heavy an ex-
pense for the county. The law stipu-
Lees the chief probation officer shall
Wet et,2o0 per year, and assistant
'peso, but the judge Itays the police-
men and other authorities can ex-
amine into whatever eases come be-
fere them, concerning children, and
the county relieved of this heavy
probation expense. Of course, if the
time arrives when it is shown the
officers are absolutely needed, he will
make the selections. Many people on
reading the law through these
.columns Sunday, made application
eesterday to him for the positions,
but he informed them he would not
..elect any unless it was shown to
be absolutely necessary.
Chief James Collins of the police
force thinks the law is a good otte,
end he has clipped The Register's
article and pasted it upon a card-
board hung on the police headquarter;
desk, so the patrolmen can see it.
He said that just as soon as any
child of the stipulated age, is arrested
he will have the little one sent right
up to Judge Ligtfoot to be taken
charge of. He says it will remove
tl.c children from the batf surround
inge they have to encounter when
thrown into jail and police courts
%eh hardened criminals.
Daniels Will Probated.
The will of Leah Daniels was filed
for probate, the document having
teen written by her April 23rd, 1936,
and her signatere witnessed by J. W.
Campbell and Fargeret Manion. In
the will the deceased stipulates that
she borrowed $39 leen her grandee,
Zack Fletcher, and gaee him an in-
strument in writing, hut that she was
not bound by the writing, as the
grandson had not maintained her as
agreed. She therefore ordered the
$30 be paid him. She then directed
that her place on Thirteenth street
be sold, and one-fourth the proceeds
given to Matilda Fletcher and
Amanda Small, one-fourth to An-
thony Fletcher, and the ether fourth
(Vended. between Angie Blank and
Celia Daniel.
Alexander Kirkland was named
executor without bond.
Property Sold.
Property lying In the O'Bryan
addition to the city has been sold by
Albert Moore to Ella McNeill, for
1325, and the deed lodged with thn.
rerlay for record. 
J: M. Jones bought from E. W.
Whittemore for $1,800 a piece of
ground in Whittemore's addition.
The same bought another piece from
Whittemore in the latter's addition
for $i and other considerations.
K. D. Swell sold to Teodella Snell
for ,$t and other considerations,
property on Salem avenue.
The Misgfitsippi Valley Trnitt IX;
tiansforred to the Mississippi Val-
ley Ca., for $18,000 property lying on
Fourteenth from Jefferson to Clay
streets.
Property on the South side of
Tkirteenth near Burnett street was
'deeded to S. Ft. Caldwell by Mary
*Hebei! for $500.
Cecil Reed transferred to Jeremiah
Callaghan property on Trimble near
,Ninett strebt, pursuant to circnit court
orders.
perfect unity that exist% between
North and South. . It sienalled the
reunion of all sections and the in-
destructibility of the States. North
and Smith not only won htmore side
by fOid'e, in the war with Spain, but
the war served to show to the world
that only patriots, adtnirere and de-
fenders of the Union,live beneath the
folder Of the Stars and Stripe*.
Captain Hobson has great audi-
ence.* wlperever he woes., In .Lyceum
and, Y. M C. A.- lecture ceseeee he
has been in pima 4trmRnd. At the
chantaqua he hes,provcd Ihe *tong-
tilt' 'attraction discovered in recent
years.
Dead Hoes* Witt
Yesterday report wai „moci,S,
authorities that a dead hire e lay in
the greet on KentneltY avenue be-
rtween Fourteenth and Fifteenth •11-110
and board of works, was subtnit
A Iantnese scientist suggests that
the radio-activity of air 'May he due
to the escape of ematiaffortW froth
subterranean regions. Hit prnproies
More Concreate Walks.
itrilge Lightfoot has decided to pie
mere concrete walks through the
coulaty cotrrthouse greundit, one walk
to eater from the street towards the
building from each tenter of the
grounds, one from Sixth and Wash-
that he smoke from volcanoes be ington, one from Seventh and Wash.
examined to see .wheilletANd'illeineingtott, one from Sixth and- chile.
be correct. • and one from Seventh and Clark.
ake
Your
Liver
Smile
"I WOULD NOT BE WITHOUT
Tbedford's Black-Draught'', writes Miss Nannie C.
Smith, of Vineyard Haven, Mass. "I find it the best
medicine I ever used for colds, indigestion and consti-
pation." It is a pure vegetable preparation, pleasant
and rimless, yet reliable and effective. 664a
'
Cantankerousness
is a sign of liver trouble, and so is biliousness, chills and fever, malaria,
constipation, dizziness, poor complexion, sick headache, low spirits, rheu-
matism, etc. But this is not all. When your liver it sick you cannot
properly digest your food, and suffer from indigestion, in all its many dif-
ferent forms. To regulate your stomach, liver and bowels, take
THED7ORDS
BLACK-DRAUGHT
(Liver Tonic)
For over 70 years this pure vegetable medicine, for sick Stomach
and Liver, has been in successful use by many thousands. It acts so
promptly, yet gently; and relieves so quickly, yet without bad after-affects,
that it has no superior in the field of curative medicine, for all diseases of
the digestive organs. Good for young and old. Try it.
At Every Drug Store in 25 cent and $1.00 Packages
The walk coming in from the Sixth
and 1,Vashington corner will encircle
the fountain midway between corner
and building. The laborers yester-
day commenced taking up the cod
the width of the proposed walks, so
the concrete can be laid.
Suit Filed.
H. H. Hulin filed in the circuit
court against El Guthrie and B. F.
Sears for $150 damages. Hulin claim;
that May ieth, 1936, defendants
wrongfully took possession of hit
blacksmith tools and effects. At that
time Guthrie sued Hulin for rent due
for the shop, and Sears was the con-
stable serving the papers.
House Rent Suit.
Judge Lightfoot 
-yesterday took up
the suit of Loeb & Bloom against W.
If. Parham, and after hearing evi-
re nce, postponed the action until
June 21St. It is for possession of the
Union Central hotel at Eleventh and
Broadway, owned by Loeb & Bloom
and leased to Will Parham. It was
clotted a week or two ago on account
of rent claimed not paid
How They Stand.
W
Danville   to 13
Vincennes .... .. i8 13
Paducah 17 15
Cairo 
 
 16 16
Jacksonville 13 18.
Mettoon 
 . AI le
I. Per.
-594
.581
.531
.500
419
.367
Sunday Results.
Cairo 5; Jacksonville 4-
Danville 7; Vincennes 3.
Paducah o; Nrattoon I
Cairo
Results Yesterday.
': Jacksonville 4,
Paducah-Mattoon, Rain,
Vincennes-Danville, Rain.
Schedule For Today.
Jacksonville at Paducah.
Mattoon at Cairo.
Vincennes at Danville.
(lawn. Ill June 4--Thei vigibore
couldn't hit when it meant runs, while
Cairo clouted and ran bases:
RHE
Jecksonville   4 g 3
Cairo 
 
613 2
Batteries---Ames and Belt; Way,
Moron and Searles.
Umpire--Wil kerson.
CITY DECIDED TO
GO IT ALL ALONE
(Continued from Page One.)
December 31st. The old measure
stipulated June 1st as time for com-
elesion. Mere bids will 
called for.
The mayor reported that General
Manager Bleccker nf the street rail-
way company bid $roo for the fran-
chise entitling his company to ex-
tend its tracks over certain streets
in the city. The sale was ratified,
and there accepted the agreement of
Mx. Bleecker that if ever a steam
railroad warted to come down North
Tenth street in entering the city
the street car tracks would be re-
moved from between Burnett and
Trimble on Tenth, which is one of
the new thoroughfares to be covered.
During Igor, when Contractors Pat-
terson and Porteous built the brick
street on Broadway between First
and Fifth, they executed to the city
a bond, guaranteeing they would
kiep the thoroughfare in good re-
pair for five years. Now that length
of time has elapsed and the mayor
was ordered by the council to relieve
the bond from further liability, five
years being the time stipulated to
keep the street repaired by the
builders.
The mare r returned to the Coun-
cil, with his signature, the ordin-
ance prescribing regulations for ob-
servance wherever tubercnlottis
The mayor returned "vetoed" the
measure providing that the legisla-
tive boards should let to lowest
bidder the contract to furnish
groceries, fuel, etc., to municipal de-
partments. He said he favored the
'idea, but the legislative boards were
/ trying to usurp executive authority,
as only the latter could make con-
'Hacts that were afterwards approved
by the legislators. Attempts were
made by MoBroom, Herzog, Hill and
Van Meter to pass the bill over hi‘e
veto, but the other councilmen re-
fused by deciding to go about the
matter in a legal way, and ordered
a new ordieance drafted.
City Treasurer Dorian's monthly
report was tiled showing $69,608.25
on hand May 1st, $12,183.75 collected
during May, 13,086.95 spent, leaving
present balance of $68,705.07.
The board allowed the $65 doctore
bill incurred by Policeman Jas
Clark, who got shot Christmas day
while on duty.
Twelve directories were ordered
bought from the Caron people, at $.4
cach.,'.
htitial passage was given the ordin-
4nce prescribing that concrete side-
*alks be built on Fourth between
Norton and Husbands steeets.
First adoption was given the ordin-
ance repealing the old measure, that
compelled dairymen or milk dealers
to get a city license before the)
could sell milk on the streets. After
first adoption, the rules were 'sus-
pended and second passage given im-
mediately, so it can become a law
as soon as the aldermen adopt it
Thursday night.
Second passage was given the
ordinance closing, saloons at mid-
night, and nut letting them open un-
til 5 a. m. The bill goes before the
aldermen Thursday for initial con-
sideration.
Final adoption was given the bill
conferring police powers on wharf-
mster, city weigher, cemetery sexton,
board of health officials, etc.
Second adoption was given the or-
d:nance stipulating that there shall
be improved with paving brick, First
from Broadway to Washington, Sec-
ond from Kentucky to Washington,
and Washington from First to Third.
It was ordered that an ordinance
be brought in providing that Clay
be graded and graveled from Seven-
teenth to Nintcenth streets.
A measure was also ordered
brought in, providing that Jarrett be
graded and graveled from Bridge to
Powell street. •
chief Woods of the fire dee:eo-
n:me filed his monthly repor•, that
recommended purchase of 3,000 feet
of new hose. The fire committee
was- inetueted to get bids on
hose needed.
Chief Collins of the police depart-
ment ,reported he had collected dur-
ing May $415.25 in fines, $126.95 in
costs, while $213 hadheen replevined.
Mike Iseman was given permission
to put a second story on his one
story frame residence at Fourth and
Washington.
The license for theatres is etoo
pet year, but the Edisonia moving
picture exhibit at 426 Broadway re-
quested a reduction be granted them
At. this eind of show (toes not come
under the regular theatrical head, it
was decided to charge them only $3
pea month.,
There was ratified the sale to L.
A. Washington of an Otak Grove
cemetery lot, and also the sale by
the teeughters and Sons associatidn,
of lots of Mary Overhey and Allen
Graves.
'Meat Tnspecteer Ed Feltley gave hig
tbonv,de;rs.Ed Father, Sr., and W. L.
Professor Wm. Deal was permitted
to build a grandstand at Second and
Broadway. where band concerts will Dowie preached to forty of his fol.
,bc given each Saturday evening din- lowers yesterday in Ifie apartments
ing the warm months, at the Virginia Hotel. Deacon John
.'iThere wee adopted the changes AT Lewis said the *posters health
made in the rules governing the ws W/041
GUY NANCE,
Manager.
U. NANCE,
Embalmer.,
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
313 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
NEW PHONE 334
OLD PHONE Ng.
PAWCAH, KY.
.1.1••••••••••
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
I 5 Horse Power Motor.
5e/e Horse Power Motor.
s 8 Horse Power Motor.
t to Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS.
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
rules governing the council awe at
dermen.
To Printer Charles Leake went the
contract to publish 200 copies of the
new rules of the board, he agreeing
to do the work for .$9.50, which was
the lowest bid.
Engineer Washington was pee--
mitted to buy a new wagon, at the
city's expense.
Report was made that in suburban
portions of the city some people
turned their cows out late at night.
and then went out and took them
in early each morning, so as to
escape the "official city cow catcher."
On this developing it was ordered
that the cow catcher do not work
during the middle of the day, hut
come out early of mornings, and be
Out late at nights, to tay for these
violators.
To the city engineer was there re-
ferred the question of putting con-
crete sidewalks on Fifth between
Kentucky avenue eild Washington
street.
Chief Collins reported he could get
a man at $2 per day to catch the
dogs, but this proposition was filed
only, as it said nothing about who
furnished the caged wagon, man or
city.
for the sweet girl graduate and for
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties
of all descriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost care,
and make repairs that are absolutely
satifactory.
VOLIVA AND Y. ALEX. DOWIE.
Former Speaks to Five Thousand
and Latter Preaches to Forty.
•
Chicago, June 4. 
—Overseer Wilbur
Glenn Volvia at Zion City v-strrr'hy
announced he would stay in Zion de-
spite any opposition John Alexantler st.
Derwie might exert against him
through the federal courts. Five et company—the
thousand persons in the tabernacle
I
excursion (set of
by a rising vote signified their inten-
tion of remaining there also.
Today the Zion bosinese council
will take steps to incesepoiate- several
'
industries which will be started ini
the town before winter. Outside
capital will be invited to invest lit
the enterprises which include a fac-
tory for the manueacture of fire
escapee. Other industries planned
the reopening of the abarrdoned plants
factory, and necktie, furniture, arti-
eelsl building binckl, and office sup-
ply factories.
J. L. WANNER,
428 Broadway.
PHONE 722-a.
Excursion:
Louse and Tennessee River Pack-
cheapest and best
Pad ecah.
nn For the Round Trip toI
UU Tennessee river & rotors
It is 1 trip of pleasure, comfort
and test; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Bcats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Ja%
koger, superintendent; Frank U
prown, agent.
v•
MOURNING IN
-71',"tr-r-7"rwr
JAPAN. INJURED BY MEDICINES.
U.11 Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Eyes of the
Public. i PICTURESQUE CEREMONIAL
TEHUANTEPEC INDIANS.
In Iarisin people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow' has
fallen they make their next appear
ance with a llcupc,n tkar faces,
as if nettling had happened. Accord.
lug to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
In the smallest sense an evidence of
Indifference. The Japanese, he de-
clares, suffer as keenly from a be.
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
'spare the feelings of other people.
-To betray feelings of sorrow Is to af-
flict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
-tmpossible for a courteous person to
'wear it. Bo reason the Japanese. In
'order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of con-
tentment, even though his heart Is
tbreaking.
Our own practice Is quite the rer
'verse. It considers the sufferer, not
Liz friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
put that some drop of that sorrow
May pass from him to those about aim.
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
Ils not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
ponents of the practice have thought-
lessly assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
Ituarks of those who are Ignorant of
Ph affliction. It is worn that they
/nay know, and avoid questions or
/blundering observations that may
/wound him. But even In this worthier
-anti, we believe, truer view of thee
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort it considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
emon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent. The emblem Is the token of their
compassion, not the emb.ezzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
'freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment.
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
gast time, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
ellffer radically, however, from those
rwhich confronted the French companies,
or that would confront any private com-
pany that can be organized. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or • full equivalent
In work has been obtained, and no un-
made:17 capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the Arne& 'can government by the
may Republic of Panama of a strip of
territOry ten miles wide 1.10111 ocean to
ocean. In perpetuity. all question of •
concession life is permanently removed;
4Lud. finally. inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
• large profit on an investment, and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
Interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
srganizat ion. It Is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a muck
larger capital investment, and thatmell
require more time for completion. In
short, the American government Is free
firom ordinary limitations. Therefore
/the question before the government and
eta advisers Is: What is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should It
•Sta constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talesman ligiows Very Clearly His
Lack of Peeling Against
Indiana.
In a northern California town a sup
posed murder has been committed, ree
gates Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
*Mural causes, and was buried with-
the usual I.,rr itie. b. ilrst
oomplied with. After a lapse of two
meek, the body was disinterred by the
-outhorlties, at the Instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused, and
marks of violence, as the informer
estated, were found upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
lining the talesman to ascertain If any
eaL them_ were ncejusliced_ against-
sans.
Talesman Taylor was upon the stand
'undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
/nation.
"Did an Indian do you or your tans-
any harm at any time?" asked the
prosecutor.
"No," repitea Taylor.
"Idd you or any of your family ever
pave dealings or trouble with an In-
"No," replied Taylor, "except that
say wife's mother was killed by an
Good Advice.
Magistrate—So you want to get a
oeparation from your wife? What's
the matter with her?
Applicant—She behaves most brutal-
ly toward me. She treats me lam •
egog and works in. like a horse.
"I'm afraid, tpy good man, I can do
OothIng for you. You'd better go to
the Society for the • Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."—Jugend.
Not en.
'Hateful thinPtr,str 
Th
e Is!" exclaimed
Miss Pretty, angrily. "I'm glad I'M
oot as mean as she is. I'm as meek
above her as—" •
"Tut! tut!" interrupted her fiance,
"rememb4...r that rosebud month of
imam ceases to be a rosebud when It
Owgins to blow."—Philadel,phis. Ledgee.,
4104 asetb4011091114111i)
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The "Fiesta" Is an Affair of Beal
Beauty—Braes Band a Bea-
two of the Pro-
cession.
The Indians or the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec are a race apart. Ethnologists
say that the ben uty of the women of the
Zapotecan race, the principal people of
the isthmus, is excelled only by the
women of the Samoan islands of the Pa-
cific, says Model n Mexico.
The principal ornament of a well
dressed Zapotecan, aside from het
rings- -ot --various sorts, is het
necklace of American gold coins
Nothing but American gold is
ever used. British sovereigns, French.
German and even the present small
percentage of Mexican gold coins
are all disdainee. and American gold ill
bought at a higt , reniium in order that
It may adorn ti. Its of the belles of
the isthmian
These coins are fastened togethei
with gold wires and chains, making
very showy if not beautiful ornament
Every centavo a won an can save goes
into her store against the time when she
can buy another coin to add to her neck-
lace. Half eagles and double eagles are
fastened together in this gorgeous
chain, and the value of the decoration
ranges all the way from a single half
eagle, suspended on a chain, to the great
cape of golden coins which belongs to a
famous Tehuantepec heiress and Is
valued at about moo gold.
The strangest anomaly, to civilised
eyes, of all this Awry and the money
that is invested in it lies in the fact that
not one of the true Zapotecan women
will wear shoes. The foreign footwear
is a species of invasion and uncleanli
ness that they will not endure, The re-
straint and the undeniable unhealthi-
ness of shoes in a trop.c country have
all their share of blame, but one can-
not but think that It is most the ancient
custom that has come down from long
ago that keeps them from it. The
Zapotecans are the cleanest people ia
the world, as a race, and the long lines
of bathers on each bank of every stream
of the isthmus of Tehuantepec, from
early dawn until nightfall, attests the
fact of their irreproachable cleanliness
A Zapotecan wedding fiesta is a thing
of real beauty. The queer, low, hot
country churches are the scene of the
religious ceremony. After the wedding
the remarkable brass band, of which
every wedding fiesta must boast at least
one, heads the procession, and in their
white muslin suits, barefooted and be-
hatted with rough sombreros, the bead-
men form their rough rank, and lead
the wedding procession of bedollared
women and men in alpaca coats and big
silver and gold embroidered sombreros
through the narrow, dusty streets of the
city.
The procession makes its way to the
scene of the festivities, where under a
eanopy of straw mats, and with mats
and rich grasses and flowers for wall
decorations, the dirt floor has been cov-
ered with deep gravel, and the band Linde
Its place from which to discourse the
music for the dance. Here in the graves
the ball goes on. An Indian adaptatlos
of the native Spanish dance, the "joke"
Is a feature, and each vies with the oth et
for an opportunity to dance with tht
bride. Then all the company join
hands and dance about the bride and
bridegroom, who stand Is the middle of
the circle. Then the ring breaks, and
each in his turn. .till dancing, whirls it.
to swing the bridegroom, than the bride
and, oourtesying, passes over to the
other side.
During the dancing refreshments
consisting of drinks from those of the
ancient Zapotecans down to the most
modern, are served In the house adjoin-
ing. Here the bridegroom stands as
host, driking with all his guests, who
offer him the most appropriate and inap-
propriate toasts with a wish for his and
his bride's future happiness.
The dance goes on for many days
sometimes, and always lasts far Into
each night. And It is not an uncommon
or dismaying circumstance to recognize
later in the eerson of a manta clad la-
borer on one's place the handsome
bridegroom of yesterday, who was so
resplendent in new alpaca ad gorgeous
sombrero.
How the Turk Holds On,
The Turkish empire has been greatly
pared-dowirttrehe-teet-century.-traterttlt
the Turks seem rooted In Constantino-
ple. The explanation of this awkward
fact is in a measure diplomatic and In a
measure racial. If European diplomacy
is paralyzed by jealousies the Turkaare
a strong people. Pressed into a corner,
they fight with a skill and a fury which
recalls the achievements of their an-
cestors. They are a serious, earnest
race among peoples whose convictions
are not strong and mainly opportune.
The Turks feel their religion so deeply
that they are willing to die for it A
people who In this age are capable of
that sacrifice must be put out of Europe
by superior force. Superior argument
will not do it,—Boston Transcript.
Couldn't Bunco Him.
"I've got a sure thing proposition to
make to you." said the youngster pro-
moter, confidently. .
"Absolutely sure?" asked the old
millionaire.
"No doubt about it."
"Then keep it yourself, my boy. I
should hate to take anything like that
from you. It would seem like rob-
bery."—Detroit Free Press,
It Couldn't Be.
Bacon—I know an old soldier who
has lived for 'ears with a ball in the
sylnIty of his nose. comit g along?
Egbert- het it Isn't a moth
-bell Captain of the Football Team—Oh, be
4--Tonkera Statesman eall't let—Chicago Journal,
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Rem-
edies of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been charged-by—One Or
eastern magazines that "patent" med.
Hues are injuring those who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as arguments for the passage,
at the next legislative session, of laws
prohibiting the sale of these medicines,
the figures of a Chicago statistician
are of unusual interest and impor-
tance.
That less than one-twentieth as
many persons are injured by the use
of all "patent" medicines, or which it
Las been possible to learn the trade
name, or the name of the manufac-
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid
aione, is one of the facts proven. Car-
belie acid is never mentioned in the
attacks, probably for the reason that
it is exclusively employed in meulea
lion by the regular "schools of med-
icine" and does not enter into competi-
tion with them, as do the "patent"
medicines.
The compilation covers 697 cases,
reported in the newspapers of the
country during the period between
June 26 and November 1. As the serv-
ices of numerous press clipping bu-
reaus were engaged to furnisn clip-
pings of cases of poisoning, there is
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 697 cases is a, case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case
wherein a drug or poison was used
with criminal intent The cases are
those of poisoning by the use or acci-
dental misuse of medicines, drugs or
poisons, and death and injury by mal-
practice. Of these canes 293 were
fatal; 192 being adults and 101 chil-
dren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpractice,
11 were fatal and 1.1 involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
which could be learned after diligent
inquiry, five were fatal. Four were
cases where overdoses were taken, two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "patent" medicines, but there are
recorded eases where prescriptions
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 ef the 697 cases the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In 20g
cases bottles were left within the reach
of children, and in 96 cases overdoses
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures in 141 of the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 52 cases. Of these fatal
eases 32 were adults and 20 children_
It was administered by mistake of
aurae, three times.
Morphine ranked second with 68
cases, 46 of which were fatal; 38 adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within the
reach of children 20 times. Overdoses
were taken 40 times, 23 of the person*
included in the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct., by • physi-
cian once, was administered to •
child by an older child once, and ad-
ministered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 casts;
16 fatal; 12 adults and four children.
It was taken by mistake 18 times, left
where children could get it ten times,
and overdoses were taken 17 times.
Strychnine ranks fourth with 24
cases; 15 fatal, five to adults and ten
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven times; left In reach of children
le thaw and administered by mistake
of parent once.
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 eases;
none fetal. It was takes by mistake
for medicine ten times and left within
the reach of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay rum as a beverage. Nine deaths
were caused by the use of Florida war
ter as a beverage.
Lye was taken by mistake for med.
[eine five times, and was taken by chil-
dren eight times, being responsible for
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting in nine
deaths.
Practically every known poison en-
ters int.co the 697 cages, and the figures
show conclusively that "patent" med-
icines, while they are vastly ahead iii
the nuasber of times used In the aver-
age household, are far behind when it
comes to poisoning, or injuring_ those
who use, or accidentally misuse, them.
--Exchange.
Not an Extinct Species.
"I see that scientists have unearthed
the skeleton of a prehistoric hog ten
feet high in Oregon."
"That's pretty high; I saw a living
one six feet high when I was away in my
vacation."
"You're joking."
"No, I'm not; he occupied two seats is
a crowded coach I was on."—Houstoll
Post.
Earthquakes in China.
Vote curous were some of the ex-
planations given by Chinese of the re
cent earthquakes which have been
felt at Hongkong. Canton and Macao.
The ilongkong Daily Press tells about
them. "The famotts dragon whose
privilege it has been to give an occa-
sional shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent scare
in Moan and elsewhere. Some (I'M-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whose anger
has been raised by the reclamation
works. Coolies are dumping daily
boatloads of sand and stone on the
poor dragon's back, and the beast nat-
urally feels, hurt"
Preposterous.
Shadbolt—I had such a funny dream
last night.
Dinguss—What was HT
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
Money you owed me, and you paid ft."—
Chicago Tribune.
Too Badly Crippled.
Manager--How's the new fullback
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don't you remember trims
be had his coach and horses?
Egbert—Why, certainly I do.
'Well, he has to get out and well
now."
"You don't mean to say he's lost all
his money."
"No; but he's bought an automo
bile."—Yonkers Statesman.
Rare Prise.
"Is he not a cute little boy baby? He
was raised in an incubator."
"Yes; and when he grows up all the
Wei will be fighting to become his
wife."
"Why so?"
"Because he can never brag about the
pies that mother made—Chicago Dare
News.
Charity in Beal Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured some nice stockings tot
your two daughters. Won't they be glad
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum." replied
the poor lady. "Mag an' Lis is putty
perticular. Is they openwork stock-
ings, mum ?"--Chicago Sun.
Art Note.
Mrs. Byllie--My husband takes a
deep interest in art.
Mrs. Oldar—You surprise me.
Mrs. Byrne—Well, it was a surprise
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rowader last night that it was • good
thing to study your hand before you
draw.—Cleveland Leader.
Right, But Lett.
Miss Bute—Oh, yes, I feel pretty sure
et him. I rejected him when be first
proposed because I was positive he
would try again.
Miss Koy—You were right; he did
try again and I accepted him last
night —Philadelphia Press.
Not the llama
"Yon seem always to be hard up since
you are married r'
"Yes; that's so."
'But you have the same income you
umel to have, haven't your'
"Yes, but not the same outgo."—Hous-
ton Daily Post
A Newport Tragedy.
'Terrible about Gladys Astorbiles
marriage."
"What did she do? Marry her coach-
man r
'Something nearly- as bad—married
• man right in her own set."—Chicago
Sun.
Sorrows of Science.
They tell me germs ars everywhere
In earth and water and the air.
I'm ailed with a dismay complete.
Afraid to drink or breathe or eat.
—Washington Stag.
AD 77.B.PETUAX RH( HICKON.I.AM
He--But? thought you'd forgiven me
tor that and promised to forget it?
flhe—Tee. But I didn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven it,
Inferior at Best.
"The self-made man to on the wane."
Ho is, and no mistake.
But then, he never was so good
Ail "panther used to make."
—Puck.
Killed.
"Doesn't Stubbs writs poetry any
more? I haven't seen any of his work
along time."
"No; his muses is dead."
"You don't say! What's the troublor
"Married."—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Where the Honey Comes From.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" asked the
man.
"Yes, lots of patients," replied the
doctor; "and I've got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you In favor of forest pre-
serves?" inquired Mr. (HM..
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr.
Spike. "I don't remember ever hav-
ing eaten none."—Chicago Sun.
Correct
"Pa, what is a bank examinerr
"A bank examiner/ Oh, he's the
man who goes around and examines
the bank after the cashier has looted
It."--Chicago Sun.
A Difference.
Ool. Highflyer—What are your rate*
per column?
Editor of Swell Soctety—For Immo
don or suppressiont—Ufs.
A Clean Sport
Greene—He goes in for clean/sport.
Redd—Fond of sevimminik
Toakers Statesman.__
ff, An Edison
Phonograph
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long sum-
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in and hear them Then
you'll Want one. Big selec-
tion of records.
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
403 Broadway.
Why will you suffer'
Whr
Dr. Dwightps
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain
RHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we will gladly tell won about it.
BACON'S
DRUG &FOWLS.'
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone s37,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 311. 1
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. II. Oehischiaeper
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, rag
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residenoe too t...lay, Oto Phone 1693
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trusbart
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ILPNOS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY soth. 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  8:ao a.m.
Leave Louisvillsi   
 12:01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Bram& 
Leave Central cier 
Leave Nortonvine 
Leave Evansville . 
Leave Nashville ... 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pfnceton  4:55 Pm.
Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah  613 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  
 
7:30 p.m
Arrive Gibbs, Term.  8:o6 pm.
Arrive Rives  8:i3 p.m.
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis  II:10 p.m
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m.
2:28 pan.
3:30 pm.
4:08 PIM
tarso p.m.
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 P.m.
6:3o p.m.
12:08 a.m.
1:03 a.m.
:ao a.m.
4:40 p.m.
7:00 pm.
9'45 P.m.
2:27
340 am
3:45 a.m.
4:50 a.m.
5 -51 am
6.or a.m.
7 15 am.
/1 20 m
8 i5 p rn
No. 1111
7:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
11:05 a.m.
12:3o p.m.
1:38 p.m.
8:3o a.m.
8-05 a.m.
1130 1.111.
2 35 Pm.
4:15 P.m.
430
6;o0
 •..
••
NORTH BOUND No. :Da
Leave New Orleans  7:10 p M
Leave Memphis  6:45 am. 
LeaveJackson, Tenn.  8.07 a.m
Leave Rives  
Leave Fulton 
 
sit:13 ,a.m
Arrive Paducah '  11:11 a.m.
Leave Paaucah  St :as a.m.
Arrive Princeton  13r39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville
Arrive Nashville  
Arrive Evansville  
Arrive Nortonville
Arrive Central City
Arrive Horse Branch
Arrive Owensboro  
Arrive Louisville  
Arrive Cincinnati  
... 6:13 p.m
9725 pm.
  3:45 P.m
  1:afi p.m.
3:03 p.m.
3:o6 p.m.
*4:55 P.m.
5:35 P.m.
9:15 P.m
IT, LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago 
Arrive St. Louis 
No to,
9 ,5 a
8 50
10 to p tn.
I 58 p.m
12 35 am
43 a in.
1.48 a.m.
303 1.111.
4 20 2.111
6 to a in
9-45 a.m
3 51 a.m.
4 30 a.m.
5:18 a.m.
8:00 am.
7:50 it.tn
sicoo noon
No. 306 No, 374
12:40 11.111. 4:20 p.m.
4:25 p.m. 8:40 p.m.
6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m,
8:30 p.m. 7:20 a 111
SOUTH SOUND •
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondate 
Arrive Paducah 
No. 3o5 No, 375
745 a•rn. 9:40 M.
2:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m.
11:40 a.m. 7P5 a.m.
3:35 p.m. II:00 am.
No. 122
6:oo a.m.
7:4o ant,
7:3o a.m
9:29 a.m.
10:35 a.m.
11:3o CM.
12:55 p.m.
'415
4:53 PAL
......
06,6 ...... W
064•41.000•0.
NORTH BOUND
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Pa.chicali 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Cairo
A rr've St. LOUIS 
Arrive Chicago  -
toi-8ot 135-835
 8:to a.nt,
:20 a.m. 6:4o a.m.
2:35 p.m. 7:43 a.rn
4:15 p.m. 9:25 a.m.
6:t5 p.m. 9:30 a.111
7:45 p.m. 1110 a.m
7:20 a.m. 4:30 1:).171,
6:30 a.m. 9:30 p.m..
•
O.
SOUTH BOUND
I.eave Chicago 
leave St.Louis 
Leave Cairo 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah . 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
• • •
r22
-S32
6:so p.m
9:40 pm,
6:oo a.m.
7:45 a.m.
7.'30 cm.
929 a.m
136-836
9:40 2.111
1:50 p.m.
5:55 P-m•
7:40 
p. .
3:to p.m.
4:45 p.m.
6:ze p.m.
9:25 pm-
...•••••01
•
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. An ',Etter trains rue
daily. Trains 103 and tat carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot an ma sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and liss sleepers hetwene
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8oz connects at it Cairo) with Chiciala
sleeper. Vor further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT: A. G. P. A., Memphis, Team.
/ S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, /11.
7' W. H. BRILL, D. P. A., St. Les*, ,..,. .., .• •••••••
05
ol
41
4
•
4
CHINA GETS NO RAILROADS
Not Benefited in That ect by
the Japan-Russitr
War. "
After the war is over Sado
herself in status quo as f raft:
roads go. The war is cred eel with
little influence in producing the prac-
tical deadlock in railway construction
now obtaining in the celestial empire.
An adequate railroad system would be
a weeder weenies, so great' are its pos-
sibilities, but wills the Chinese rfp-
predate the need of some ra/Hroadiag
to soppleniant the work et the sem-
als and coolies, they have se realiza-
tion of the development of a eountry
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by earts is almost beyond be-
lief. In the interior of the greater por-
tion of the country coolies and canals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be understood fairly when it is
known that there Is practically no
railroad omelets at all in the more
populous and richest parts of an em-
pire of 400,000,000 people or more.
Most of the roads are scarcely worthy
the name. In the northern provinces
tha traffic in carts of • rough sort
dominates the entire movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
ways are frozen a great part of the
year this is of necessity the case. It
is in such regions that the first hold
of the railroads has come. When the
empire is served at all it is served by
waterways. Along the Chinese coast
there is a series of navigable rivers
coming down from the interior, a
series which has few equals the world
over. From the Yalu and Pei-Ho at
the north to West river, passing
through Canton in the meth, these
rivers seem to be formed to reach in-
land from the coast, connecting no.
only the coast cities with the interior
cities, but the interior cities with each
other by way of the coast as well.
About midway between the north and
south the great Yangtse reaches far
into the interior, navigable almost to
the western border of the empire, anti
by its tributaries offering sUll further
connections with interior points.
These streams are supplemented by
canals, large and small, until the whole
langtse and Yellow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for Irrigation and
now used also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
Iteauty and Frarranoe of Infinite Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety in the shape
of leaves is among the ch'sf sources
of beauty in the world t.ants, say,
the London Spectator They vary
from the "simple' -:e-shaped lent of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate and exquisite "cut
tins" mesa In those of the maiden-hair
tern, tbe yellow briar-rose, the scan
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" In the
different species of parsley is among
the most elaborate of all, but it would
be aitecult indeed to attempt to say
which is the most beautiful In form.
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
as the parsleys In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
poinsettias showing this In perfection
with their pure vermilion leaves at the
top of the stem in what are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ly from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of rotor is given as s
rule, by the contrast in tint of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
Melton filling in the network so foamed.
IfIlky white. bright Yellow. crimson
or red used* marks the framework of
thil loaf, while the "filling" Is dark
green. In other plants this scheme of
ornament is reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not lees deli-
cious than those distilled from flow
ere and blossoms, are often given out
by leaves. There are those who pro
fees to detect_ a puvr sad more deli
este odor in these leaf-scents than in
the perfume of flowers: and thOugh
this is sonatter of personal Wt. and
sensation, there Is some reason to
e#rie with 'elm eetinement the
seem of smell. The odor of the lemon
plant, or of the leaves of musk, and.
above all, the perfume of the sweet-
brier leaves, me Among the most
"clean" geld refreshing In all the cate-
gory at sweet scents.
Qt./Le/Kett/kJ 1./b.lst) I Y b bin() r JEWS IN ENGLISH SOCIETY
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder-
tut Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy Sheriff Willi-MU -Ron-
aldson was in the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and listened
to the stories of how four of the Dal.,
tons met death at tbe hands of one
man stationed la a 'eyed d hooting
these/la a keetke aver
%bey 'Mon
Modem of what' Dal.
tons wens and ed off
wary man last streets
with a goo
When the Benner deputy was on the
train some stranger entered into a coa-
versatien about what crack ehooters
there were in E.ansas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but it is
easy to hit a man with a Winchester
In Colorado we use a Colt almost ex.
elusively. Of course, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might pick
off a prairie dog there while the train
Is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot is
Deputy Ronaldson's face and it was
covered. Ronaldson snapped out hie
38-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas pral
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver, was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force say
they would take a hundred similei
bets that Ronaldson could do the SLIM
nine times out of ten.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
Feline Red the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Manx cats
have no tells," says a writer in the
Scientific American, "only alight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
in other parts of the world, in the
first generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While liv•
Lag in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was 'prin.
shutting, like most of the screen d001111
La this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
fullgrown he had learned to let him-
self in by pushing trom the outside,
but never learned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull It open from
the inside
"It was not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call attention-any cat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, after he had so
pushed It and got his body partially
In, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tail that was not there
(but heredity Impressed on him the
fact that it ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day so long as we had hint, and was
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemed to rec-
ognize the fact that he had not a tail
Like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, Organic
Growth of Rothschild')
Fortune.
"la the first place," it should be re-
membered that the Rothschild fortune
I. not industrial," says Vance Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothechilde of
France," in Everybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways-like the ligne du Nord-but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of its slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly has it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of polities
"And t:ie fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means $2.000,000.000. Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum-it seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers.
this 10,000,000,000 of French money.
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
tits flank of Fronre 
means of transpor, both railways and
waterways-so far as the canal system
goes-next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands and houses in Parte--
round the Arc de Triomphe. the Champs-
Elysees, the Bois Is Boulospe, the Pare
Monceau, and, notably, the Gare du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschild.; their chateaux dot the
provinces: in land alone they possess
4100,000 acres."
The neighbors havitig dropped In in-
formally upon the Suthrons during the
evening, Mrs. Suthron suggests that if
her husband will gather some mint from
Vie mint bed in the garden, she wilheix
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr.
Set.nron, who has indulged in a matter
,of seven or 'eight genuine Kentucky
*dew prior to the arrival of the guests,
,mess willingly is search of the desired
,garalsiument /or the drink. He re-
'alas in the Emden quite awhile, and
Saltily the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay,
"Why don't you bring the mist in,
dear?" his wife cans.
From somewhere In the darkness
tomes the testy response:
"Jane, I've eaten my way toile
around this /at I've chewed geranium
leaves, grams. eatrilp, tulips, onions, sags
and burdock, but blamed if I can find a
diprig of mist anywherel"-Fittiburg
r
ispatch.
Fore!
.Here is a little golf storey from the
wise of King James I. Prince Henry
enes about to drive off from the tee
and asked his tutor to stand eat of the
way. The tutor did not hoar, and an
attendant called oaf• liewere 'hat
you hit not Master Newton." Prince
,HearY ihrt'v bao: his hand. but eh-
aerved regretfully: "Had I done gg
bad but paid psi, debts."
,tver?iee -
The Excellent Welcome and Stand-
ing Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Court.
••••••1111•111••
In England and InLOndoW, where so
many different social wheels fit within
wheels, there still exist some veryiglose
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part,-composed of the
members of very oldeand very proud
Engltsh nobility sad gentry, and this
coterie of famines is as herusistity re-
served and as exclusive:as the (irefully
hedged riboutearistociacy of Austria er
old Planes, says Lady itroems, in
eagslee's.
Regarded, however, as • whole, I do
not think I can truthfully SW that•hon-
doa society is quite so difficult° enter
se SO chary Of new blood- andewcom-
irril as is thii Meredited and empowered
and established smart set which rules
and regulates, In, let us say, New York,
In the first place London society is
rguch too big and made up of too manyl
different elements In order painstaking./
ly to examine into and consider the'an-
tecedents and qualifications of evere
man and woman who knocks for admis-
sion to its agreeable circle. It welcomes,
with hearty greeting, all amusing,
cheerful, interesting Individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and a
great part of its pleasantness lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac-
tors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental
princes, as wail as the fairest and gay-
est uf American beauties, in its drawing-
room gatherings.
Nothing, I think, Is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable London society, as
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which the well bred and well born Jews
find not only in the salons of private in-
dividuals. but at court as well.
No descendants of the fellow voy-
agers of the Conqueror hold better so-
eta! positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Sassoons, or
the Bischoffeshelms. I do not think we
can just find their equals among the so-
dal figures in any American cities, and
Lady Jesse! and others of the very pur-
est Hebrew lleod carry their titles by
inheritance from distinguished and
honored .ancestcrs cr by marriage intr
high Christian and English families
How much the Jewish element in Lon-
don society makes for charm and va-
riety is easily demonstrated by the su-
perb entertainments which the heads of
the Rothachilds and Bischcffesheim
families give throughout the season in
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses: and in this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
meet the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample in our crowned head, not only of
the kingdom, but of our social wortd
as well.
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
- - -- -
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli-
mate of the Famous Ba-
eer....-E_aen.
Baden-Baden, world-famed for it
curative %%eters, is exquisitely fair it
its natural beauties and It the loving
artistic care given it by man througt
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thing to everyone--superlative nature,
beauty to the lover of scenery, bits of
quiet woodland, and ruins rich In saga
;or the student of the past, a charming
climate and, while shorn of its former
glamour of wickedness in gaming life
its handsome gardens, tine hotels and
gorgeously palatial casino hold quits
enough to entice the lover of pleasure
and frivolity for a stay of several we( 1.3
writes Grace Isabel Colbeon, in Four-
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
down the Lichtenthaler Alley, with its
broad roadway and splendid prom
*made. and circulated in and about thr
terrace and great halls of the mint
Olen the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the cap
'tale of Lampe, still graces Baden-
Baden during the three weeks of the
summer racing season. Many crownet
heads of greater and less degree cat
he seen there at that time, King Ed
ward of England, when prince of Wales
was a faithful visitor. Although th;
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening In the Baden-Baden casino still
bears a stamp of Mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the traditions
of the past.
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
of the_ Vnited  *tate* and
Zusida.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free frora
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit- I
orally from the ground up and ban
selected a eite not tar from the prettg
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgeby might have slumbered Iapas.I
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but ter the assumed necessity 01
Australia to have a capital in a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. tt is 30 miles from the nearest
railroad itestlen and even when that
distance ie I-panned by the trot way
still runtsr connections must be built
to liuk it with the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost of the railroad con-
struction entailed will be $8,300,000
and that water supply, public build.
lags and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
city Is built it will be a purely arti-
ficial capital, just as Washington la,
but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
It will not exceed 50,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
fiat as a result of a compromise be-
tween rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of being a metrop
oils. Washington and St. Petersbara
are examples. Washington is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business it has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1,313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
hold on the affections and traditions
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right when be held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
enjoyed when they created their arti-
ficial capitals. Its area is fixed and
determined. The capital will always
hear the tome geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will
have In the beginning. In this coun-
try the capital is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populoue
and progressive, in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
began to drive the piles for ` the foun-
dations of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
• New York .Tehus Now
Goes to Cars.
The Recompense.
11111dbor (to farmer's boy In the field)
-Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Visitor-And what do you get -for
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy-Nawthin'; but I lit
aomethin' fer not diggin"eM.
Visitor-Indeed?' What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy-Licked.-Judge.
Would' Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon-I slew a maa to-day. with a
hand-organ in a wagea drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going
about the country with that outfit for
six years.
Egbert-Strange, isn t it?
"What's strange?"
"That the mule didn't kick at the
lituale."--YOnkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all things, a practical man.
"If you get a house and put It In m3'
name," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
i Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced.
-Judge.
"You'd never guess the difference the
subway has made in our business," said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the New York Sun. "I should say that
night fares from the theater district and
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man In evening
clothes, especially if accompanied by it
woman wearing garments easily soiled,
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface rex. As for walking from Broad-
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the guest:on. The re-
sult was :hilt tio great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went !Tine in carriages.
"Now it's different. After the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants for
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be t'aoughtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your case."-Chicago Record-
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady-I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashool-
, ler, of the necktie counter.
1 Manager-Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
1 Saleslady-Gee! You don't knowBobby. If I don't quit my job, he 'GIL-
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's ViewgiNtt.
Her Father-What are your pros-
pects, sir? •
The Suitor (modestly)-I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father-Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!-Puck.
E. H. PUP EAR
Attorney &t-Law
Room' 4 and 6- Ragistor
523 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
/few 'Moue 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate. Law,
y•
R. T. LIGHTFOGT,
-LAWYER-
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy
FLOURN 0 & REM)
IA WYERS
Rooms so, is and /2, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
A.LBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah..
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & MIGREGOlib
L4WYER S
OFFIOIES: Benton, Ky., rear bands
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room, 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 48.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER,
MARIBLE,
Hendrick Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS.
Rooms r, 2 and 3 Register Build.
The 
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i nBroadway.
courts of the-
between an apartment, a flat and a ten- state. Roth phones 31.
ement house?
Janitor-In an apartment the ladles
don't have no children; in a flat tnee
lute one or two. More than two makes I I IS T. D • Rivers, M. D.
any house a tenement, mum.--Judge.
Extra.
"In what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem written?"
"Gas meter."
"Gas meter."
"What the-?"
"So many unnecessary feet, you
know,"-'Cleveland Leader.
A Calldown.
"Snoobs says he would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't hen
enough to buy a second-hand stile"-,
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jaggles-Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles-Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his (laugh
ter el:4)ed with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold curs.-
Puck.
An Indorsement.'
"Do you regard the political future
of this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum
9 have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely safe
Investment."-Washington Post. 
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
Suede is a secret khown to but three
living persons. When one dies another
Is lot Into the mystery. In this way
It has been preserved ever since It was
invented by an °Mee: In the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper is peculiar in that
mint on ose side dem set she,
through on the other.
lkience to the Fore.
We find Intellect wOrkItle not se
much in literature as in the domain or
acienoie which has bfought !Arta eer-
ie/ dee last Ma years many 'armoire
and wonderful 41scoveries. U we have
not had the preens of a Keats or a
Shelley. we have had wireless tele-
graph. Whiz X-rayo and a timber
kindred dlecovcrIeed-London (Iced.
am7. 
- • 
Tyrant Orchid.
'A veritable slave driver among
Flora's children Is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladies' tresses," re-
marked a budding botanist. "When the
busy bee knocks at her door and asks
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. T— tells him
to go to the basement door. Passing
tows the raceme of blommets, the bee
at length comes to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrusts her tongue in
through the furrowed rostel and re-
tests., a gainiature cargo of nectar. N ay.
leg taken to heart the lesson that 'beg.
gire must not be choosers,' one Saes at
Ones to the basement doer of the next
Member of this family sod pars tor an--
other sip of nectar by fertilizing this
flower with the pollen brought the
other. And so she goes systenTtrcally
At unconsciously benefiting this family.'
beetle], which would disappear flea the
tam of the earth were it not for the feasts
it spreads for the industrious bee. Its
moral seems to be:: 'If you can't do your
eon work, get soap one to do ft for
• "
Loud Report
blae-It was her first beau mid the first
time she was ever kissed.
illema-firselousl And did *be keep
the ntes a Aecret?
'y ebohlA net! he orriniVd the
wineow so you could hear the ittnack
• 1.4.114"*"."-Ch keg°. Puily News.
lunch, then t r t a ong o e so
way entrance at Forty-second street and
Broadway or at *be Grand Centre!.
"Men and woneen who would acorn
the elevated or surface cars when in
evening dregs do not balk at the subway.
They find the stations and cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where there is no one to see them
fhey do not titled walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss Is in Brooklyn pa-
trons. It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd getoe bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far al the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
*Crosstown car or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
'Now the subway taken them right to
'the13rIdge entrance. Why, no* one can
go bolo Fort y -second street clear to the
Oilskins of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is bad.
"It's going to be- still worse for us
ten they get the subway running on-the river."
Hospitable.
Policeman (to trap)-I Want your
name and address.
Tramp (aareastically)--Oh, yer do, de
yes./ Well, me aaent is John Smith, an'
faS liderc.a !A Nfiineer One, Pot oren air.
If yer call 011 me don't trouble ter knock,
pst. weak M.-Scotsman.
THETYRANICAL LANDLADY.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office
DR. R. F. 11F4RNt
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444. • • •-•
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to so a. m., i to
p. ni. and 7 to 9's, Mf
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
TAROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
Columbia Building
Phone 1o41-Red.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
Mr. Spider-What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled fop
the winter In the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth-I th(•ncht so. too, but just
as I was getting le 11-N, comfortable the
landla.4 balled me out-Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
"Tile ocean looks like sea and coPpit."
One often hears this on the beank;
The sImile is apt and proper—
There's water—lots a it—is each.
—Life.
Thought She Mad a "Mash."
Patience-It's scandalous!
Pittrice--Wbat is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing 50W,
yesterday, and she said she bad • nimbi*
on the llnke!"-Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
KnIcker-Lt's a.pretty honest world.
Rocker-Yes, indeed, the man who
tads fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return it to the owner.-N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldblood -Do you go back to
IF011am the Conqueror?
Mrs. Newblood -No, but our WM Ili
L Oa.
• • • •
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway-Phone
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
120
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
401 Fratt.rnity
Old Phone 498 Red; .New Phone pa
PATCUCAN, " KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five mfr.
%nes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
liroadiess•
Jim Duffy
4/23% Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone
A.dit L
et;
Mineral
Water
SOLD BY THE CASE-ON
DRAFT - SWOLE
BoTTLts
•It
zapenta, Apalornores, Buffalo
Lithia, Hunyadi, Red Raven, Blue
sick, Deerfield, White Rock, Deep
Rock, Pluto, West Baden and Daw-
son.
Will be pleased to order any water
ycu desire.
PHERSON
DRUG STORE.
WANTS
WANTED-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizena of the
United States, of good daartinter and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
V-
.VQR RENT-Summer betel wch
located; medicinal Springs. Address
J. If. Long, Hinson Springs, Tenn.
TABLE 416ARD-I n private
family. flag:tate Kentucky ave. Cen-
trally knitted Limited number
Phone 1578.
riom.E FOR RENT-6 rooms
fureished, corner 21st and Broad-
way. slacsv for one year $25 per
month. Inquire 2035 Broadway.
FOR aSaILLE-A combination horse
good fferin, gained and genie. I
don't need him do you? I'hone
1041 A.
 •
FOR SALE-Nice ' folding
good as new.
N. 6th St.
'FOR SALE-4o pure breed 'S. C.
B. leg-horn 'hens. A bargain. Must
be sold at once. Luther Hooper,
Ninth and Trimble.
bed*
Gas stove, etc.. 8a0
LOST-FOB, black silk band, with
seal containing initials "S. S." Suit-
able reward. S. Care Register.
- 4
OPEN AIR CONCERTS
They Will Be Started Tomorrow
Evening by Professor Deal's
Band,
Professor William Deal's band will
tomorrow evening commence the
series of open air concerts to be giv-
en twice a week down in the busi-
ness portion of the city. The band
will play from 7 to 9 o'clock each
Wednesday evening on the balcony
of The Palmer, and between the
same hours of Saturday at Second
and Broadway.
The council last evening granted
the band, authority to erect a band-
stand at the Broadway end of the
market en. Second street...
NO E.itilik.s
.-W 
e No. 419, F & A.
M ;stetted 6-immunic-
tics at oct tonight: Work in
IL W.: degree.", , All mjas invIfed.•
5AS. E. ‘allaster.
Geo. 0. Ina .r,Secretary.
r rVt
• 
Waiter'
arta' alka "Water
Beek e t" Itik)Wft al'vdtit Second ad
Broadway,. last n ight mg! locked Min
l*P f6e 176411g.-4ropk-
-
May report for the postof-
E et sheelvs ts of $331.64 more
this year 01211 ay, 1905.
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Arch Trawick of Nashville,;
Tenn., is yisitiag her parents, Captain
and Mrs. Thomas C. Herndon ot
Washington serect.
Mr. W. T. S.urdevant is in Chicago. 
onbusiness.
Mrs. Wm. Sanderson and children
of MoberlY, a•o., are visiting the
former's parer., Alderman C. H.
Chamblin and wife.
Miss Anna Webb has retuencd
from teaching ia the Florence school
at Washington, D. C. She does not
go back there, having severed her
connection with the institution.
Mesdames George B. Hart, Martha
Leech and Hubbard Wells went to
Boston yesterday to visit. '
Dr. J. T. Reddick and son left
yesterday for Eoston to attend the
annual meeting of the American
Medical Society
Miss Anna a ,as is visiting in
Louisville.
Miss Myrtle Ada)- will return tc-
morrow from attending the school
for deaf mutes at Danville, Ky.
Mr. Samuel Givens went to Nash-
ville, Tenn., yesterday on business.
Mrs. Kate Leake of Atlanta, Ga.,
returned home yesterday after visit-
ing Mrs. Henry E. Thompson of
South Sixth.
Mr. Fred P. Waal's/ of Mt. Ver-
non, Ill., arrived here yesterday.
Sheriff John Ogilvie and brother,
Mr. Lem B. Ogilvie, have returned
'mom Dslieson.
Captain J. M. Phillips, superintend-
s-et of I. C. floating property, 'went to
Cairo yesteeday.
Carpenter 'Will Gilbert has returned
from Wadesboro, Ky., where a nine
pound daughter was born to his wife,
'who is visiting there.
Miss Georgia Eherwin Thursday
goes to Memphis.tTente, and Holly
Spring's, Miss., to visit.
Missies Edna HoPkins and Hattie
Curd return the last of this month
from bas Angeles, Cal., where they
spent the winter.
Mrs G. H. Hunter and son went
to Elizabeth, Ky., yesterday after
visiting Mrs. J. G. Householder.
.Mrs. D. C. Fkiweree of Louisiana,
Mb., arrives today to take charge of
the Giradey raillenery store which
she has bought
Mrs. Joseph Lieberman and son of
Hot Springs, Ark., are vlsiting Mts.
Grace Story. 4
Misses (losephifte Ilart and Jennie
Anderson of Memphiss•Tenn., will ar-
rive in a few days to visit Mrs. P.
E. Stutz.
Mr. Edward Ashbroo and wife will
return this week from Los Angeles,
Cal.
aver. flosen54aMdi4 -wife were in
the titiy spending Sunday with Col-
onel Don Gilberto and wife.
Miss Minnie Hall of Lexington is
visiting Miss Ola Boren of South
Fourth.
'Ms, Carrie Brandard of St. Louis
is visiting friends in ehe city.
Mr. Samuel Givens went to
Naehville, Tenn., 'yesterday on busi-
ness.
-Julian I.eveau and Ernest LevilleMrs. Kate Leake of Atlanta, Ga.,
after visit, were playfully scuffling at the Leaveureturned borne' yesterday
ing Mrs. Henry" E. Thoinwan ca hotel on Third and Jeffersaa Tester-
South Sixth, day, when the former struck his wrist
upon a drinking glass, and painfullyMr. Fred P. Watson of Mt. Ver- 
non, Ill., arrivedi in the city yester- cut himself.
--Patrolman Aaron Huriey is con-clay.
I Sheriff John Ogilvie and brother, fined at his home in 631 South Tenth,
Mks Lem B. Ogilvie, have returned with illness.
-John Gillum of Gutherie avenue,from Dawson.
aglis Thomas Watson, night ticket started out for a drive Sunday after-
agent for the Union depot, has gone noon, when his horse took suddenly
to llopkinsville to visit while recup- aick and died at Sixteenth and Ken-
tucky avenue.crating From illness.
Mrs. Charles Brown went to St. -Word from Ballard county as
that the public officials are prejar-Louis yesterday to visit friends.
bee Win. • Eadess the coal man, ing a wholesale prosecution of Illi-
wens to Greenville, Ky., yesterday. nois sportsinent on account of the
Judhee_Wirre. Marble went to Prince- latter coming over into Ballard and
hunting out of season.sate yesterday to attend court.
Miss' Mildred Soule has returned -The Knights of Columbus, will
frorn visitina in Memphie, Tens. hold ineitallation ceremonies June 25
'Miss Effie Theobald went to Lou- in this city.
isville yesterday to visit. • --Some of the city
Mrs. Lizzie Hill of Madison near talking of revoking the license
Eighth, and members of her family charged dairymen for selling milk in
spent yesterday at Metropolis attend- the city and let them conthrot their
business witihout first procuring a
city license.
--The thermometer went to near-I
Cairo, 17.9; rising.
Chattanooga, 43;
Cincinnati, x3.5; rising.
Evansville, -7.3; risng.
Floreace,-missing. .
(aohnsonville,-snissing,
LouiSville, 4.6; rising.
Mt Carmel, 4.0; rising.
Nashville, 8.8; falling.
'Pittsburg, 7.8; rising.
Davis Isaand Dam 6.3; rising.
St. Louis, 16.7; rising.
-Mt. Vernon, 6.4; rising.
Paducah, 6.8; stationary.
ARTHUR P. GO,RMAN
DIES IN WASHINGTON'
MARYLAND SENATOR HAD
LONG BEEN A NOTABLE
FIGURE IN CONGRESS.
The towboat T. H. Davis was pul-
led out on the marine ways yester-
day for repars.,
,The Netle W'llett passed down
yesterday wth a low oi barges for
the Mississippi river.
Inspectors Green and McDnald are
merit in congressional affairs, he
here frm Nashville inspecting dif- attained prominence, not only as a'
ferent boats. leader in the senate, but in the!
The steamer Clyde came out of the
Tennessee sever last night. She lays
here until 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon before getting away on her re-
turn trip.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
at 8 o'clock this morning and comes
back tonight about it o'clock.
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yesterday and comes back again to-
morrow and then leaves for Nash-
ville.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comesback tomorrow.
Today's boat in the Evansville
trade is the John S. Hopkins.
The City of Sakillo leaves St.
Louis today and gets here tomorrow
night about three o'clock en route
to the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee leaves Cincinnati
tomorrow and gets here Saturday en
route down to Memphis.
The Peters bee got to Memphis
yesterday and leaves there this after-
noon for Cincinnati, passing this city
Thursday on her way up.
Information from Evansville yes-
terday said as follows regarding offi-
cers on the excursion steamer Louis-
iana which ran several excursions out
of here a few weeks since:
"The local marine inspectors today
announced their decision in the case
01 the excursion steamer Louisiana,
which went ashore at Newburg sev-
eral weeks ago with a large excite-
sion party aboard. The license of
William Biscoe, acting pilot was re-
voked. The license of W. H. Mor-
gan, master, was suspended for ninety
days, and that of Joe Connell, mate,
revoked, Fred Searles, the other
mate, has disappeared,"
Tbi tow boat Wilford came out
of the Curriberland river yesterday
with spoke, and went on to Eliza-
bethtown, Ky.
Washington, June 4.-Arthur Pue
Gorman, United States senator from
ailaryland died stscallenly at hie resi-
dence in this, city at 9:30 o'clock
this morning. While the senator -had
been ill for 'many months, he had
shown some improvement lately.1
Heart trouble was the immediate'
cause of death.
Senator Gorman long had been a
notable figure in the national con-I
grees. He first took his seat in tiles,'
and served continuously for eighteen •
years, and nearly- all of that time
he was leader of his party in the
senate. Winning early a reputation
for sagacity and the keenest judge
ooutry at large, and by many men ,
was consalered the most availabld
man in his party for the presidency.
He was chairman of the executive
committee and managed tiles cam-
paign that resulted in the election of
Cleveland in 1884.
The most notable contest of his
congressional career and one which
atracted to him wider attention than.
anything else, was he led the senate
minority in 188o-8t and defeated the
Federal elections bill. To his sa-
gracious leadership and ardroit man-
agement his party friends attributed
the defeat of the measure which was
so obnoxious to the south.
When the Democrats had control
of the senate, Gorman was the recog-
nized leader of that body. It was
at that time the the tariff bill of 1894
was passed. and although the Mary-
land senator was not a member of
the finance committtee he had so
much to do with shaping that mea-
sure that his name is often given to
it. and, in fact, it is frequently cal-
led the iWlson--Gorman tariff.
DECREASES CRIME.
Sunday Closing Makes Great De-
crease in Arrests at Kan-
sas City.
Kansas City, Mo., June 4.-eThs
number of city court criminal cases
,•eow a decrease of 3468 compared to
last year I attribute this to the Sun-
dgacy04-cleoffsiencgt.,, law, which has shown its
This statement is a part of the
official report of Chief Hayes of the
police department for the fiscal year
just closed. That the Sunday saloon-
closing law was responsible for a de-
crease of more than 24 per cent in
the number of city criminal cases in
the year is indicated by 'the figures.
414+++++++4+++++++.4.014.4.4.. The report of Chief Hayes has just
been submitted to the board of police
4' LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF al IleHmetissioners. The report says the
total number of persons arrested was
1-t-e-e-e-ear4-1-e++++++++++++++44. it1,958. Of these the city cases were
to.732 and the state eases t844. The
number of persons arrested for in-
yeatigation was 4382.
ing a family re-Mica.
Mr. Noble Morris is back from a
t7ip to Arkansas.
Mr, Leo Keiler went to Colorado.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILLZ AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00;
Unlimited ticket esze meals and
berth included.
ROUND MP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over Sep each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
fetther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Coen. Pass. Agent,
or GIVEN FOWLICR, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
ly 95 degrees yesterday afternoon, PABST BLUE RIBBON
ticaled-thisseal-- BOTTLE -BEER-
off pleasantly.
Te you want a real
GOOD Hair Bruise-one
Poceesein QUALITY,
DURA B4 LITY and real
SUBSTANTIAL ELE-
GANCE of style, we can
supply your demand.
Our line is the largest in
Paducah. Wk have a
leadereior t.dllar. mut-
able for lamily use,
which *An 'exception-
ally good heroin.
IL W. W ILKER & CO•ip
sv. v. is 4 s INsIORPORATED. ,
Oreggiata, Fifth and
Po* Phones tn.
Mr. Frank Ferrimen has returned
from a drumming trip through the
Mate.
Mr. Monte Lack returned from
Cairo yesterday.
Dr. D. G. Murrell, chief surgeon
of the I. C., has returned from a trip
to New Orleans.
Mr. W. A. Clymer of Springville.
Term , is here attending the bedside
of 
-his tick dau lter, M nrs. Joh
Perry of Tennesse street, who is
quite ill, •
IBudwiser, king of bottled beer, in
family size cases , of two dozen
bottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An- 4
bc.user-Busch Brewing associatiot
branch. Both 'phones 112, J. H. Stefs
fin, manager.
Sloe REWARD.
Lost--one-3-stone Diamond Ring
and one Diamond Stud; return to
Register business office and receive
reward of one hundred dollars. No
questions asked.
officials are
Sold at
-The school board holds as
mionthily meeting this evening at thei Buffet
Wliehinsitnn building on West Palmer HOtIn Bar,
Broadway. L• A. Lagomarsino,
AU Kinds Monuments and General „Cc:enemy Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS 175 WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LE X ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works. a
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Hig Excellence....
to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
Broadway, PADUCAH, KT
First-Class
Watch Work
1Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
224 Broadway
Suitable Gifts For
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
We offer a fine selection of dainty books in white bindings, of classic
favorites in leather bindings, of beaut:fal gift books for girls or boys,
Fenwick's Career, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Lady Baltimore, by Owen Wiser
Cowardice Court, by bLeCutchen.
Are especially suitable for graduates.
If you do not wish to give boats, look over our line of fine Sta-
tionary and box papers from 35c to 7 sc.
• • •
Harbour's Book Department.
Williams
Will Sell You a Hicyelle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It as aissys ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick or ifie
It will save you car fare
It wilt take ytom home to lune%
It will save you a doctor bill
REPAIRING
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon.
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" B/6-
cycles are the best that can be pro-
duced ers up.
See our stock of Second Han.
bicycles.
-house In town- for Tires, Betts; Pumps, WSW, twte.
place.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
I Ise and ise North Filth Street. Neet to Kentucky Theatre.
_
You will have to buy more CO season. Why5lot buy
TRADE WATER COAL
So you will know where to get the BE8T COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telenmbones254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West Kent
Incer orated.
coal Co.
4
